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News In
Sheriff offers driving tips
During the holiday season many of Calloway County's citizens
will be attending parties and festivities. Sheriff J.D. Williams
recommends that at any function where alcohol is served and
your group will be drinking, appoint a designated driver.
What is a designated driver? This is the person in a group who
agrees to remain sober and drive the others safely to their
destination.
The need for a designated driver is "to prevent crashes and
save lives," Williams said. "Alcohol-related traffic crashes kill
about 23,500 Americans every year and seriously injure 581,000
others. About 50 percent of all fatal traffic crashes involve a
driver who is under the influence of alcohol or another drug," he
added.
Alcohol does impair a driver. It acts as a depressant, not a
stimulant. It acts as an anesthetic to lower or depress the activity
of the brain and affects the body in the following ways:
• Inhibitions are relaxed;
• Judgement is impaired;
• Reactions are slowed;
• Coordination decreases markedly;
• Vision is impaired.
"You can held reduce traffic accident statistics," stated
Williams. "Promote the designated driver program. Respected
the designated driver and don't let friends drive drunk," he said.
"Remember," concluded Williams, "drive your friends home
and be the 'life' of the party."
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Bethlehem ready for Christrna, celebrations
BETHLEHEM, Occupied
West Bank (AP) — Armed
soldiers today patroled this
quiet town of Jesus' birth as it
beckoned pilgrims and tourists
to Christmas Eve festivities
with marching bands, cotton
candy and carol-singing choirs.
In Manger Square opposite the
ancient Church of the Nativity, a
40-foot fir tree twinkled with
lights as Israeli soldiers carrying automatic rifles kept watch
from the rooftops.
Khaki-clad scouts wearing red
berets played bagpipes and

drums in the square, but sonic
booms came from overhead as
Israeli jetfighters swooped by.
Army helicopters also circled
the town.
Israeli security was tighter
than usual this year after three
weeks of unrest in the occupied
terrorities in which four Palestinian youths were killed. Israel
captured Bethlehem and the
rest of the West Bank from Jordan in 1967.
"Every Christmas the army
increases security in order to ensure that the celebrations go off

without incident," a senior
Israeli military officer said,
speaking on condition of
anonymity in keeping with
military regulations.
"I am surprised to see so
many soldiers with guns when
this is supposed to be such a holy
place. It's really amazing to go
outside the church and to see the
sign which says 'No arms permitted in the church,' " said
Gillian Serman, a tourist from
London.
Bethlehem Mayor Elias Freij,
a Greek Orthodox in this half-

Holiday lights

(Cont'd on page 2)

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky ; AP
— Three soldiers who escaped
from the stockade at Fort Campbell were at large early today,
authorities said.
The three escaped Sunday
night by overpowering a guard,
taking his keys, and climbing
two 14-foot fences topped with
barbed wire, For.t Campbell
deputy public affairs officer Bill
Harralson said. A fourth
escapee, Pvt. John P Cosores,
21, of Providence, R.I., was
caught just outside the second
fence after the escape. Harraison said.
Still at large Tuesday were
Sgt. Theodis N. Grimes, 22, of
Columbus, Ga.; Pvt. James T
Ricks, 22, of Philadelphia. and
Spec. 4 Ernest B. Johnson, 22, of
Atlanta. Grimes and Johnson
were being held on charges of

Approximately 1,525 families took advantage of the offer from
the Tennessee Valley Authority and Land Between the Lakes for
free cedar Christmas trees, according to LBL spokesman Scott
Seiber early this week.
The number of tpermits set a record for the five-year-old program in which thk public is allowed to come in and cut down a
cedar tree for Christmas.
Siber said most of the families who took afflvantage of the offer
were from counties close to LBL, although several came from
Memphis, Tenn., Nashville, Tenn., Paducah and southern
lllinois.
"They make it a family outing," he said.';Most of them don't
own their own property to do this. We're delighted with the way it
went this year," Seiber added.
The rules for the tree are one permit per family, one cedar tree
per permit, and no harvesting in cemeteries, campgrounds,
educational areas or along the main highways.
"One of the concerns when we started this program was that
people might abuse this but we found them to be very careful not
to cut where they weren't supposed to be," Seiber said.

(Cont'd on page 13)

Holiday closings
to be observed
by area offices

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

ACROSS THE NATION — Americans are pouring out their
Christmas spirit, on a large scale from churches and charities
that feed the homeless, and individually, including an 8-year-old
boy who donated prize money to sick children and a man who
paid utility bills for the needy.
ALAMOGORDO, N.M. — For the Label Lady of Alamogordo,
Christmas is a year-round affair. Linda Tabar collects food
labels from companies that offer toys in exchange. Come
December, she has hoarded puzzles, crayons, dolls, stuffed toys
and other goodies for children who otherwise wouldn't get any.
WASHINGTON — A trio of Senate Democrats say President
Reagan should look within his own White House, rather than to
the Senate, if he wants to get the facts out on the diversion of profits from Iranian arms sales to guerrillas fighting the
Nicaraguan government.
WASHINGTON — Generals are advised to learn from the past
but not to plan for the next war by refighting the last one. In trying to understand the Iran-Contra affair, it might be wise to heed
the same advice. Reporters are reliving Watergate, but in doing
so may mean missing a larger point.
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — Wobbly but in good
spirits despite nine days in Voyager's cramped cabin, pilots Dick
Rutan and Jeana Yeager expressed pride in achieving the first
non-stop unrefueled flight around the world.

All offices in the Calloway
County Courthouse, including
the county clerk's office and the
circuit court clerk's office in the
Robert 0. Miller Court House
Annex, will be closed Thursday
and Friday in observance of the
Christmas holiday.
The sheriff's office and the
Murray Police Department offices will close Thursday, but
police and fire crews for the city
and county will be crews on-call
Christmas day in the event of an
emergency.
The window at the branch of
the U.S. Post Office on Chestnut
Street will be closed Christmas
Day — regular mail will not run
Thursday.
The Agriculture Stabilization
and Conservation ASCS) office
will close Thursday and Friday,
as will the Farmers' Home Administration (FmHA ).
The Calloway County Library
will close Christmas Eve
through Dec. 28.
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Christian, half-Mosier i town
told reporters that Bethelhem's
eternal message was peace on
Earth, and called for greater efforts to achieve peace between
Jews and Arabs in the Middle
East.
"People in the Middle East
are suffering," he said. He urged "a total truce for all kinds of
violence," and said Israel
should freeze the development
of Jewish settlements in the
West Bank.

Four soldiers
break out of
fort's stockade

Record number of residents
take part in LBL tree cuttings
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3
Perspective
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Sports
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Propped by a footstool, a ceramic Santa Claus paints a toy in preparation for Christmas Day when
children of all ages will be busy opening their packages. Lights in the background shine from miniature
bulbs on a Christmas tree.
Blatt *am by David Tort

The Ledger & Times business
office will be closed Christmas
day — the paper will be back on
the presses Friday.

Democrats skeptical of committee report
1 shopping
day to Christmas
Forecast
Tonight, cloudy with a 20
percent chance of some
lingnering light rain or drizzle. Lows in the mid 304. Northwest winds at 5 to 10 mph.
Christmas Day, partly sunny,
temperatures remaining in
the 30s. West wind at 5 to 10
mph.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A trio
of Senate Democrats say President Reagan should look within
his own White House, rather
than to the Senate, if he wants to
get the facts out on the diversion
of profits from Iranian arms
sales to guerrillas fighting the
Nicaraguan government.
Reagan renewed his request
Tuesday to the Senate Intelligence Committee to send
him a report on its three weeks
of closed-door hearings into the

matter.
Reagan told a White House audience that the panel's report
would not be definitive since five
witnesses took the Fifth Amendment and refused to testify. But,
he said, "It will be the most
complete report available and I
call on the committee to release
It so the American people can
judge for themselves."
Committee spokesman Dave
Holliday said the panel's staff is
trying to finish a report before

the new Congress convenes Jan.
6. But he noted that the full committee would have to vote to
send it to the White House and
said it is not clear whether that
can be done before the existing
Congress — and with it the current Intelligence Committee —
legally goes out of business.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
vice chairman of the panel, said
Reagan's request, which the
president first made last week,
Is misplaced.

"In effect, what he is doing is
asking Congress to tell him why
he made the decisions he did,"
said Leahy. "This is a foreign
policy disaster and they're trying to treat it as public relations
problem."
Leahy, speaking by telephone
from his Middlesex, Vt., home,
said, "I don't know if there's
anything the committee found
out that the administration isn't
(Coat'd on page 13)
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More troopers on roads
for holidays, KSP reports

Founder rrmembered

Dr. Wells' birthday
on Dec. 25, recalls
sorrow of leaving...
By L.J. Hortln
Exactly 111 years ago, on
Christmas Day, Dr. Rainey T.
Wells was born Dec. 25, 1875, in
the New Hope Community of
Calloway County. He was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. J.K.P.
Wells. Dr. Wells, founder of
Murray State University, died
June 15, 1958.
Second president of Murray
State, Dr. Wells had a special
regard for December.
Christmas celebrates the birthday of Christ, and Dr. Wells was
a deeply religious person. He
once wrote this writer that he
planned
not to spend
Christmas, but
to observe
Christmas." He said he would
"keep Christmas in all its
loveliness in my heart."
Another date dear to his heart
was Dec. 31, 1896, when he married Miss Tennie Daniel of Murray, Ky. Of their three children
— Laurine, Geveve and Otis
Stum — only Laurine 1Mrs. Joe
T. Lovett) is still living. Lovett
Auditorium is named in her
honor and the women's dormitory is named Wells Hall in
honor of Dr. Wells.
After serving as president
from 1926 to 1933, Dr. Wells
decided to go to Omaha, Nebr.,
where he was general counsel
for the Woodmen of the World. It
almost broke the hearts of Dr.
and Mrs. Wells to leave
Edgewood" and Murray where
they had established Murray
State. At Omaha. Dr. Wells
distinguished himself nationally
as lawyer for "the defense of
fraternal benefit insurance
societies from state taxation."
Their ties with Murray were

Bethlehem...
(Cont'd from page 1)
On Monday night, a Palestinian youth was shot by Israeli
soldiers in Belt Sahour, 1 mile

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky State Police plan
increased patrols and additional
roadblocks in an effort to reduce
traffic accidents among holiday
travelers in the Bluegrass State.
State police patrols will be increased beginning with the shift
that starts at 4 p.m. Wednesday
through midnight Thursday.
The patrols will be heaviest during the evening, when more
drivers are expected to be on the
road, said Capt. John Lile,
spokesman for the KS?.

never broken as they participated in programs, ball
games and local affairs. Later
they returned to live in their new
home south of town.
How does one describe Dr.
Wells' life and accomplishments? He was a
graduate of Murray Male and
Female Institute and received
bachelor degrees from Southern
Normal University. His L.L.D.
degree was from the University
of Kentucky. He Was a
Democrat, Methodist and a
Mason.

Usually jovial and vibrant, Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T. Wells posed in
a very serious mood in front of the old Administration Building
(Wrather Hall) shortly before leaving Murray for Omaha, Nebr.
where he was general cousel of the Woodmen of the World. The
date of this photograph was probably December, 1932. Leaving
their beautiful home "Edgewood" brought sadness and sorrow,
as clearly shown in the photograph.

A former attorney in Murray,
he served three terms in the
Kentucky General Asembly
1902-1906 and State Tax Commission 1920-1926. He was
associate of the law firms of
Wells and Wells, Coleman and
Wells, and Wells and Keys,
before being appointed chairman of the State Tax
Commission.

Evening classes
offered at MSU

The above post-card photgraph of "Edgewood," home of Dr. and
Mrs. Rainey T. Wells, was given to this writer with this personal
message. "Feb. 3, 1972 — We missed you and Mellie last Fri.
night. The 'Spirit of Murray' was there. This home served many
needs in 1922 and gave joy. — Laurine Lovett." It is now known as
the birthplace of MSU. Mrs. Lovett, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Wells, was a member of the first board of regents of Murray
State. On March 8, 1922, Governor Edwin P. Morrow signed the
bill authorizing the establishment of two educational "normal
schools" — one in eastern Kentucky and another in western Kentucky. These proved to be Murray State Normal School and
Morehead State Normal School.
last year.
No cars were being allowed to
enter Bethlehem without special
permits and all visitors to
Manger Square were being searched with metal detectors.
But pilgrims said the tight
security would not ruin their
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Last year, four of Kentucky's
five Christmastime traffic
fatalities involved a driver who
had been drinking. During an
entire year, about 40 percent of
highway deaths ar alcohol
related, Lile said.
He said state police hope for a
Christmas repeat of their success during "D-Day on Trafficways," on Dec. 12, when there
where no traffic fatals in Kentucky, only three alcohol-related
accidents and 196 drunkendriving arrests.
The state police even have a
toll-free telephone number for

Dr. Wells taught in public
schools for six years. As a
lawyer, he represented Nathan
B. Stubblefield in securing
patents for his "wireless
telephone (radio)." He was one
of the first persons to participate
in Stubblefirld's early experiments -With the wireless
telephone. "Hello, Rainey"
were the first words he heard
over the device. It was near or
on the present site of the MSU
campus.
On his birthday, Christmas
1986, Murray citizens may drive
by and see Oakhurst-Edgewood
where he dreamed of putting a
state college in his backyard.
And he did.

from Bethlehem, after he threw
a fire bomb at a passing bus.
Freij said he did not expect the
incident to mar Christmas
celebrations.
He predicted that about 5,000
people will attend the town's services, about the same number as

"We may have some additional roadblocks,' Lile said.
The roadblocks will be aimed
at intoxicated drivers, who Ehow
up in greater numbers during
holidays.

Christmas spirit.
"I sense an atmosphere of
joyful expectation," said Sister
Jordana, an Irish nun. "I hope
that the peace which is part of
the celebration will be evident
here in Bethlehem and that
everyone will experience joy,
peace and happiness."
Christmas Eve celebrations
begin with a procession headed
by Freij; the Latin patriarch of
Jerusalem, Giovanni Josepi
Beltritti; the Israeli military
governor of the occupied West
Bank, Brig. Gen. Ephraim Sneh,
and other notables.
"We are going to walk from
Jerusalem down here with the
pilgrims, and then we have got
tickets for the midnight Mass. It
is going to be an incredible
day," said Brian Hoolighan of
London.
A midnight Mass that will be
televised worldwide is scheduled in St. Catherine's Church,
which adjoins the Church of the
Nativity.

Four entry-level activity
courses in physical education
will be offered in the evenings
during the spring semester at
Murray State University to accomodate adult students whose
jobs or other obligations make it
difficult to meet on the regular
daytime schedule.
Each of the courses carries
one semester hour of credit.
They are:
Physical Education 133,
Physical Fitness, a dance
aerobics class which meets from
7:30 to 8:20 p.m. on Mondays
and Wednesday.
Physical Education 102, Bowling. which meets from 5:30 to
7:20 p.m on Tuesdays.
Physical Education 166, Advanced Racquetball, which
meets from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays for the
first eight weeks of the
semester.
Physical Education 119,
Beginning Karate, which has a
section of tae kwon do from 6 to 8
p.m. on Tuesdays and a section
of shorinryu from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Thursdays.
Anyone wishing more information about the courses may
call the Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation at (502) 762-6188.
Late registration for the spring semester is Monday and
Tuesday, Jan. 12 and 13, with
evening registration from 5 to 7
p.m. Jan. 14, 15, 19 and 20 in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Spring classes begin Wednesday, Jan. 14.

reporting drunken drivers —
1-800-222-5565.
No major detours should
plague motorists, said state
transportation officials, and two
major interstate construction
projects should pose fewer
delays than during recent
holidays.
Since Thanksgiving, all lanes
have been opened on the Brent
Spence Bridge and its approaches on Interstates 71 and
75 at Covington, and another 8.5
miles on Interstate 06 in Bullitt
County have been fully opened
to traffic.
Some of the lanes on the
Spence Bridge have been closed
this week for minor work but all
will reopen by noon Wednesday,
said Sue Wilson, adrninstrative
secretary for construction at the
Highway Department's northern Kentucky office.
The 1-65 work means that half
of the 40-mile stretch from
Elizabethtown to Louisville's
Waterson Expressway now has
six lanes and wider shoulders.
The other completed section
runs from near Lebanon Junction to Elizabethtown.
Only one side of the new road
from the Salt River to Lebanon
Junction has been completed,
And four lanes of traffic are
squeezed onto the new pavement
by concrete barriers.
New Year's Day travelers will
find the interstates about the
same. Completion of a new portion of 1-65 from the Buthtt County line north to southern Jefferson County had been scheduled
for Jan. 1, but wet weather has
pushed that to Jan. 15.

College credit
received through
KET telecourses
Telecourses broadcast on
KET provide an alternative
method to earn college credit.
KET telecourses, made possible
by the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education, are fully accredited college-level courses.
Just as with on-campus
courses there are textbooks,
professors, assignments, tests
and tuition. However, with
telecourses the majority of
classes are broadcast on KET.
KET's Spring 1987 Telecourse
Semester begins January 25.
This spring's curriculum includes telecourses in history,
psychology, anthropology,
marketing and English
literature.
graduate-level
course for teachers is also
available.
Complete broadcast
schedules, telecourses descriptions, registration dates, and
other helpful information can be
found in the spring 1987
Telecourse Booklet. You can
receive a free copy by calling
the telecourse hotline:
1-800-432-0970.
Registration for KET
telecourses is now in progress at
Murray State University.
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PERSPECTIVE
The Christmas
story lives
An angel came to the earth 2,000 years ago and left a message
for every reader of the newsletter.
The divine message carried no threat nor religious dogma and
was delivered to a few shepherds tending their flocksin the Judean hills near Bethlehem.
Luke, the Gospel writer, quoted the angel as having said,"I bring
you good tidings of great joy which shall be to all the people. For
there is born to you this day--a Savior who is Christ the Lord."
The miraculous birth of the Christ Child in the Bethlehem
manger fulfilled 4,000 years of prophesies by a dozen inspired
Hebrew religious leaders including Isaiah, who predicted the arrival of One who would be call Wonderful Counselor and Prince
of Peace.
Substantiating the fact that Jesus was the long-awaited Messiah,
Flavius Josephus, the foremost lay chronicler of Hebrew history
from antiquity to the year of our Lord, wrote,"He was the Christ.
When Pilate condemned Him to the cross those that loved Him
from the first did not forsake Him--He appeared to them alive again
the third day."
Josephus lived during the First Century AD and served as acting governor of Galilee. A contemporary of the Apostle Paul, he
was once attached to the imperial royal family at Rome.
From Matthew's Gospel, we learn that astronomers from far
away Chaldea were guided to Jerusalem by a star which was to
signify the birth of the King of the Jews.
The Savior's star which sought out the wise men living in a
heathen land demonstrated clearly that God's gifts of love was sent
to all people then living and yet to be born.
Still No Room
Today, nearly a billion Christians around the world celebrate
the birth of the Child born to a virgin in a crowded Judean village.
Unfortunately, however, billions, including Christians, still find no
room in their lives for the Messiah's teaching.
Today, the inn is the world and the world is sold out.
Even though denied, humiliated and crucified, the Savior played
out His destined role as God's gift and the Redeemer of mankind.
Chiefly through the influence of His teachings, women are now
attaining a justified equality with men; the elderly, orphans,
widows and the poor are receiving more consideration than at any
other time in history.
The objectives of most of our major organizations, religious or
secular, are based on, or coincide with, the teachings and
philosophy of the Man who was born in a stable, never owned a
home, never held public office, never led an army nor wrote a book-and was buried in a borrowed tomb.
Our great factories, stores, and government offices are closed on
Christmas Day out of worship and gratitude, but our hearts are
open in a spirit of friendship toward our neighbors and indeed
toward all people.
The Christmas story enables man once more to stand as the child-not simply the creature--of God.
The hope which comes to the world through the manger has carried generation after generation to greater heights of aspiration
and achievement.
The Star Symbol
The star symbol which led the wise men still burns just as brightly for those who lift their eyes above the tinsel and turn toward
Bethlehem.
Christmas is a time for reflection, for giving, for carol singing,
and for fostering goodwill among people.
May these magical moments of Christmas bring cheer and love
to your home.
MERRY CHRISTMAS!

Marray Ledger & Times

Royko Says

By Mike Royko

When forgiveness flies out of control
Try to answer this question:
What does the Ayatollah Khomeini, the crazed Iranian boss,
have in common with Mr. Jones,
an American citizen and
tax-payer?
The answer is that the President of the United States got mad
at both of them.
President Reagan was mad at
Khomeini for Iran's seizure of
American hostages and its
behind-the-scenes role in the
deaths of our Marines.
And he became angry at Mr.
Jones for being one of the flight
controllers who went on strike
several years ago.
Now for another question.
When it involves Reagan, what do
Khomeini and Mr. Jones not have
In common?
The answer is that Reagan has
found it in his heart to soften his
anger against Khomeini. We
might even say that he has been
forgiving.
As we now know,the President
secretly OK'd the sale of arms to
the country that is believed
responsible for having murdered
241 Marines.
But the President has not found
It in his heart to let the FAA
rehire Mr. Jones or any of the
other air controllers who were
fired and barred from ever again

working for the FAA.
I'm sure the President's
defenders will snarl that I'm talking about apples and oranges,
and that the sale of arms to Iran
was an act of hard-eyed,
pragmatic
international
diplomacy.
They'll remind me that this is
the real world, and in the real
world you sometimes have to
make distasteful compromises
for long-range gains
So, if there is even a faint hope
that we can establish ties with
moderate Iranian leaders —
assuming such people exist — it's
worth a try.
Well, I'm all for being a hardeyed pragmatist in the real
world. But the real world also includes the crowded skies.
I mention this because the top
pilot at United Airlines recently
sent a chilling letter to all of that
airline's pilots.
In the letter, he said that he's
deeply worried about the
possibility of midair collisions.
The skies are becoming more
crowded, he said, and the number
of near-misses has been
increasing.
So he asks his pilots to be even
more alert, to keep their eyes
open for planes that might come
zipping out of nowhere

He's not the only aviation expert who is worried about danger
in the skies. And one of the biggest problems the experts point
to is the shortage of experienced
air controllers.
It's been almost five years
since the controllers struck and
11,400 of them were fired
We're told that the strikers
have been replaced. And in
numbers, they have.
But there are some things that
can't be replaced, such as experience and savvy.
Studies have shown that the
replacements simply aren't as
competent as the people who
were fired. It's no rap on the
replacements. But in two or three
years, you can't cram 10 or 15
years of experience and savvy into someone's head.
Besides that, there weren't
enough controllers even before
the strike. That's one of the
reasons they walked out. Nor has
stress, fatigue, overwork and
bureaucratic bumbling been
reduced. Other reasons for the
strike.
It's been suggested by congressmen and others that some of
the fired controllers be given a
chance to go back to work. Not in
the jobs they lost, but as new
employees.

5 g•-=.-

Ten years ago
Members of Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees supplied 41
Christmas baskets to needy
families in the area this year,
according Jack Watkins. vice
president.
A total of 386 students have filed applications for degrees at
Murray State University at midyear. according to Wilson Gantt,
dean of admissions and
registrar.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Christmas traditions of many
local families for the holidays in
his column
'Garrott s
Gallery."

Center had- successful year
Economic Education Advisory
Committee was held December
2nd.
— Two Certified DEEP
Trainers (CDT), Beverly RuddMayfield and Jim CornellChristian County, continue to be
very helpful in working with
teachers to incorporate
economics into the curriculum.
— The Center for Economic
Education Materials Library
was used more than ever this
past year.
We have an active year planned for 1987 and with your help, it
will be another successful year
for economit education in
Western Kentucky.
Again, thanks and best wishes
Dan Harrison
Center Director

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
Americans, historian Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr. writes, often tend
to see themselves as a people set
apart, specially blessed by God
and therefore superior to others.
While this notion is not unique
to citizens of the United States
(people in many other nations
have the same feeling, believe it
or not), it can be frustrating as
we see America's predominant
role in the world lessened year
after year by economic and
political forces we can't seem to
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control.
Perhaps it would be good to remind ourselves — as Christians
and Americans — that we are not
unique? In Schlesinger's words:
No nation is sacred and unique—All nations are tinmediate to God. America,
like every country, has concerns generous and selfish,
motives honorable and
squalid. Providence has not
set Americans apart from
lesser breeds. We too are
part of history's seamless
web.
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In other words, they wouldn't
be totally forgiven for having
engaged in an illegal strike But
some — not all — would have a
chance to apply and be rehired
But that's been rejected by the
White House. Once fired always
fired. Those controllers were
warned not to mess around with
Reagan.
It's an interesting contrast in
crime and punishment
On the one hand, we have the
crime of kidnapping and murdering American hostages, and
financing the murder of 241
American Marines
The punishment amounted to
tough talk at presidential press
conferences, nasty headlines, and
some economic sanctions
But in almost a twinkle of time,
the White House is secretly playing footsie with Iran
On the other hand, we have the
11.400 controllers who were found
guilty of engaging in a strike that.
while clearly illegal, was
well-intentioned.
These strikers were given what
amounts to a life sentence — forbidden to ever again work in their
fields of expertise Even when
they are needed.
So it appears that in the view of
the White House, taking
American hostages and killing
American Marines is not as
grave an offense as going on
strike.
Say, isn't there anybody in the
White House basement willing to
secretly negotiate a deal with Mr
Jones?

Looking Back

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:
Merry Christmas and a happy
and successful 1987 from the
Center for Economic Education
at Murray State University.
Thank you for your support of
economic education. A brief
summary of 1986 Center activities follows:
— A three credit hour course
in economics for 26 elementary
education majors.
— Five teachers from our
region participated in the Urban
Economic Education Institute.
— Approximately 100
teachers trained through inservice programs.
— Two more school systems
added to the cooperating schools
program (DEEP).
— An initial formation
meeting of a Center for
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Capitol Ideas

By Mark R. Chellgren

Workers' compensation problem a tough one
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When Gov. Martha Layne Collins appointed a special task
force to study how to bail out the
state's workers' compensation
program, she had a successful
blueprint to follow.
Collins had appointed a
similar blue-ribbon group to
suggest how to rescue the state's
unemployment insurance fund.
Those recommendations, coming as they did from labor and
management groups, were easy
for the General Assembly to
swallow.
The result was quick passage
and backslapping all around for
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a job well-done.
The problems confronting the
workers' compensation program have proved far more difficult, as befits a system that
defies understanding by all but a
legion of lawyers, some of whom
It has made extremely wealthy.
In its simplest terms,
workers' compensation is
designed to provide for people
Injured in the line of work and
whose injury impairs their ability to work in the future.
Employers pay for the program through an assessment
system. A special fund was
established to cover injury cases
that cannot be tied to a single incident or employer.
The system has, quite simply,
grown out of control.
Until a few months ago, the
Kentucky Reinsurance Association, which was established to
make assessments to cover the
costs of the special fund, did not
even know its liability.
Once thousands of claims
were assembled, the bad news
was discovered — the special
fund is liable for $1.6 billion in
claims for which there is no
money.
It has come to be known as
"unfunded liability."
And the problem is growing
each and every week.
Employer contributions to the
program amount to $1 million
every week. Claims are approved every week, though, for $2.5
million to $3 million.
The biggest problem involves
claims for coal miner's
pneumoconiosis — more corn-

monly known as black lung.
If someone works in the coal
industry for several years and
can find doctors to testify that
an X-ray shows lung damage
from exposure to coal dust, the
law all but assumes that black
lung is present. Furthermore.
the presence of black lung is
presumed to be a disabling condition that virtually guarantees
workers' compensation
payments for life.
Black lung claims make up
about 65 percent of the liability
of the special fund.
Critics have called it a retirement program for miners.
The situation has led to a split
among business interests in
Kentucky.
Companies not in the coal industry complain the cost of
black lung cases is sending
workers' compensation
premiums out of control and
threatening the economy of the
state. The coal industry, while
agreeing that workers' compensation costs are high, does not
want to be saddled with all of the
costs of black lung claims.
Labor interests, predictably.
do not want to see a reduction in
benefits. But labor can also see
the writing on the wall about
how workers' compensation
costs are driving jobs out of the
state.
The governor's task force,
composed of labor and industry
representatives, ran smoothly
for many months and identified
numerous places to save money
for the program.

Murray State University beat
Bradley 83 to 80 to take third
place in holiday basketball tournament at New Orleans.
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Russell
observed their 60th wedding anniversary on Nov. 12
Twenty years ago
Congressman Frank A Stubblefield said Rural Electridication Administration has approved a loan for $490,000 for West
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corporation
Elected as officers of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division were
James C. Hart M.D . chief-ofstaff, Thorns G Parker M P .
vice chief-of-staff. and Charles
secretar
W. Mercer M.D
treasurer
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs.' Samuel Eugene
Willett on Dec. 17.
Keith Ray was honored at a
party on his third birthday on
Dec. 17 by his parents. Mr and
Mrs. Ronnie Ray
Thirty years ago
The canopy of the TV -2 jet
airplane that crash landed near
Hazel on Dec. 21 has been found
near Cherry Corner. about six
miles northeast of site of the
landing
Joe Dick, agricultural
representative of Bank of Murray, has been appointed County
Agricultural Chairman for
Calloway County by Kentucky
Bankers Association
Miss Lita Tucker. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Tucker, and
Tommy Rushing, son of Mrs
Cordie Rushing and the late Mr
Rushing, were married Dec 21
at home of his sister. Mrs Keith
Brandon.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Buren Erwin
South Murray Homemakers
Club had its Christmas dinner in
the home of Mrs. S.V Foy. Mrs
Barletta Wrather. Mrs Olin
Moore and Mrs. Lennis Fisk.
foods leaders, prepared the
meal.
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Coming community events listed
Wednesday, Dec. 24

Wednesday, Dec. U
Thursday. Dec. 25
Masses will be at 6
First Christian businesses will be closp.m. and 11:30 p.m. at Church will have its ed today.
— — ——
Leo's Catholic Christmas Eve
St
Church.
Friday, Dec.28
candlelight service at 8
Hazel and Douglas
p.m.
—— — —
Memorial Baptist
Centers will be closed
— — — —
Church will have
First Presbyterian today for activities by
potluck meal with Inter- Church will have its senior citizens.
nationals as guests at Christmas Eve service
— ———
6 30 p m. with service at at 6:30 p.m.
Entertainment will be
presented from 8 p.m. to
7 30 p.m.
— —— —
midnight at Murray
— — — —
Thursday, Dec. 25
First United
Ellis, Hazel and Moose Lodge. This is for
Methodist Church will
Douglas Centers will be members only.
have its communion ser—— ——
closed today for acvice from 5:30 to 7 p.m. tivities
Calloway
County High
by senior
School Invitational
— — — —
citizens.
Basketball Tournament
First Baptist Church
————
will have its mid-week
The Murray Ledger & will begin.
————
service at 6:30 p.m. No Times will not publish a
AA and Al-Anon will
fellowship supper will newspaper today.
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
be served.
— — — —
Kevil Center, South 10th
— — — —
Farmers Home Ad- Street Extended,
ministration Offices will Mayfield.
be closed today.
—— ——
—— ——
MOVIES
Saturday, Dec.27
Local Postoffice,
— DAILY
Calloway County High
Calloway Public
Bargain Matinee
Library, and most all School Invitational
Cheri & Cine
All Seats 52.00

40%

CLINT EASTvvOOD

HEARTBREAK
RIDGE
NO PASSES
(1:30, 3:50) 7:00, 9:23

Walt Disney's Classic!
"LADY AND
THE TRAMP"(0)
(1:30. 3:10) 7:00, 8:40

Central Center 753-3314

Off

(Sale Starts Dec. 26th)
Thank you all for a successfu
season and we look forward to seeing
cu at our reopening Oct 1st, 1987

Santa's

Attic
Westside Court Square

THE VOYAGE
hOME

Saturday, Dec. V
Basketball Tournament
will continue.
—— ——
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
— ———
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
(Red) Willoughby will
be honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4:30
p.m. in Hospitality
Room of University
Branch of Bank of Murray. The family requests guests not bring
gifts.
————
Mr. and Mrs. Hilman
Coles will be honored on
50th wedding anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. The
family requests guests
not bring gifts.
— ———
Sunday, Dec. 28
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Mr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown Sr. will be
honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4
p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank. The
family requests that
guests not bring gifts

Grace group presents program
Members of the Primary and Junior Departments of Wednesday Night Youth Group
of Grace Baptist
Church presented a special program,"Happy Birthday Jesus," on Wednesday, Dec.
17. Judy Downey
and Fay Tefft are teachers with Ginger Billington as pianist. Members are,from
left, back row, Greg
Collins, Jennifer Jones, Amy Downey, Tracy Teff, Michael Hale, Mitchell Downey, Tony
Siedd; middle
row, Christy Sledd, Kelly Hale, Joseph Beane, Micheal Beane; front row, Paul Tett,
Tracy Downey
and Ashley Downey.

Murray
(Cont'd on page 5)

II i30, 3:45/ 7:00,9:50

he Color
of Money
PAUL
NEWMAN
TOM CRUISE "
7 15 9.111 Only NO MATINEES

FAMILY SHOE STORE
Downtown

Mayfield, Ky.

/EDDIE MURPHY IS
BACK IN ACTION.

2

THE GOLDEN
1:30) 7:00. 9:09
, ..CHILD
• .

N •-•4'1[

Mens•Womens•Children

An American
Tail

Begins Fri., Dec. 26 at 8 a.m.

Matinees OnIN

GIVE ENTERTAINMENT
THIS YEAR!
Moak, Manny Or
Video Movie Mornay
At Char! Sex Office
11.00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Music students present recital

for 1 Shoe Sale

NO PASSES

Buy 1 pair of shoes at regular price,
get second pair

FREE!

°VIES TO SO
Chestnut Street 753-3314

A number of insruments including autoharp, clarinets, flutes, guitars, piano and trumpets were voiced
recently in celebration of the Christmas holiday season. The musical program presented by Linda
Wright's private and school students included a touch of the modern day with an emphasis on the
original and true meaning of Christmas. The birth of Jesus Christ was celebrated by these instrumentalists and vocalists pictured, from left, back to front, Kathy Waugh, Kela Conley, Cheryl Jones, Mary
Anne Todd, Jennifer Wright, Kristy Farris, Debbie Adair, Linda Wright, Benjamin Wright, David
Walther, Brad Tress, Jimmy Simmons, Chris Tucker, Tamrnie Jones, Patty Walther, Lori Melton,
Maggie Snyder, Kristina Todd, Stephanie Tress, Erica Hulse, Julie Myatt, Emily Simmons, Jacob
Toney, Jennifer Toney, Angela Adair, Kern Conley, Julie Adair, Maria Jennings, Teri Jones, Michelle
Crouse, Erica Cossey, Ryker Wilson, Teresa Gardner, Heather Wright and Kyle Conley. Vicki Woods,
not pictured, was a guest trumpet player. Private students unable to attend were Jennifer Mills, Bob
Mills, Aimee Ford, Missy Ainley and Joshua Zilafro. Trophies were presented for perfomanc,e in
previous recital as follows: Ryker Wilson, Erica Cossey, Maria Jennings and Tamntie Jones, winners,
first through fourth respectively; Teresa Gardner and Lori Melton, most practice. Certificates were
given to the students.

frierzn
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FABRIC SALE

The Dakota

-Where Quality Makes The Difference-

Has Something Special For You
Monday Night...

$395

Hamburger Steak Special
(Salad Bar instead of Slaw add S1.00)

Tuesday Night...

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Pressure-Fried, Tender & Juicy All White or All Dark — No Extra Charge)

Wednesday Night...

•
•
*Select Group
of Sewing Machines
*All Floor Models
Reduced
*Wool Blends
Reg $6 98

*Patterns

3
Simplicity, Burtarick, McCalls
Unit

* Entire Stock Ribbon
*Entire Stock Buttons
* Rhinestones and
Nail Heads

Catfish Special

$495

(Pond-Raised Filets, Fried or Broiled)

Thursday Night...
Shrimp Creole Special

$495

(Cajun Cooking At Its Best)

Friday Night...
Seafood Buffet (5 p.m.-9 p.m.)

11.400.MC ertl

Elel-Air Center

iiiiiiiiEi

Murray
MI MI

$ 1 1 95

(16 Hot Items, 24 Cold, Includes Crab Legs and Boiled Shrimp)

•
!••PRICE••
•••••••••••••••...•........

SINGER

'
IOC each

$395

Fried Chicken Special

Senior Citizens $9.95

Saturday Night...

$1095

Roast Prime Rib
(The Dakota Way. With Salad Bar)

Sunday Brunch(9 a.m.-2 p.m.)...
All The Things You Like To Eat

$49

(Includes Homemade Waffles To Order)

Senior Citizens $3.95

Sunday Night...
Country Ham Dinner
(Full Center Slice, Your Choice Of Trimmings, With Salad Bar)

* Luncheon Specials Everyday *
Senior Citizens and M.S.U. Faculty and Students Ask for your discount!

STORE HOURS
Mon-Sat
9-6
Sunday
1-5

SINGE
R
APPRCWED DEALER

$695

The Dakota
"A Full Service Family

Restaurant"

1510 Chestnut St.

Murray

759-9755

Lia
7111•11.-

••••-••••• ••••
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O'Kelley
brothers to
be together
for holiday
GAINESVILLE, Ga.
(AP) - The seven
O'Kelley brothers, who
have struggled to stay
together since their
mother and grandfather
died and their father
abandoned them, will
spend Christmas
together in a temporary
home.
The five older
brothers are living in a
temporary home on
their seven-acre farm
until a new house being
built by volunteers Is
complete.
The oldest, 19-yearold Terry, was granted
temporary custody of
four of his six brothers
by a Hall County
juvenile court judge
earlier this month.
Charles, 18, David, 14,
and Jeff, 13, will live in
the new house, along
with 17-year-old Tommy, who is raising
chickens with Terry.
The youngest
brothers, Michael, 11,
and Jason, 8, are in
foster care, but will be
with their brothers for
the next two weeks.
The boys want to
fulfill their mother's dying wish that they remain together. She died
of a brain tumor four
years ago.

Nimmo gets promotion

graduated from South Marshall High School,
Murray State University and the Economic
Development Institute at the University of
Oklahoma. He is married to the former Kathy
Lovett, daughter of Wayne and Deon Lovett of
the Olive community. She is a teacher in Fleming County where they live with their two
children, Aaron and Stephanie. He is the grandson of Mrs. Helen Miller and Mrs. Jewel Jones of
Hardin.

Pamela M. Nimmo, daughter of John S. and
Dolores J. Kosinski of 4437 Edgemont St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., has been promoted to the rank
of staff sergeant in the U.S. Air Force. She is an
integrated avionics communications and
navigational-aids systems specialist with the
50th Tactical Fighter Aircraft Generation
Squadron in West Germany. Her husband,
Ronald, is the son of Claude M. and Toni Nimmo
of Benton.

(Cont'd from page 4)
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(Cont'd on page 6)

Jamie Lee Stinson born
Mr. and Mrs. David Stinson of Nashville,
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Jamie Lee,
weighing six pounds six ounces, born on Monday,
Dec. 22, at 9:48 p.m. at Southern Hills Medical
Center, Nashville. The mother is the former Lori
James. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Stinson and Mr. and Mrs. Richard James, all of
Nashville. Maternal great-grandparents are
Mrs. Helen James and the late Grover Wood
James of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Barnes Burkeen of Almo.

ekwatg

OUT OF
OUR MINDS"

Steve Miller promoted

Holiday Happiness

SALE

Steve Miller, son of Euin and Betty Miller of
Hardin, has been promoted to executive director
of the Buffalo Trace Area Development District,
Maysville, which serves Mason, Robertson,
Bracken, Lewis and Fleming counties. Miller

"A
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GOING

May its glow begin with you
and radiate from loved one to
loved one, filling your home
with happiness this
Christmastime and all
year long.

20% Off Storewide
Up to 75°0 Off
Selected Merchandise

New

Sale Starts Friday, Dec. 26
Until Wednesday, Dec. 31

Looks for the New Year
With Electrolysis

14

Gee Plumbing

Permanent Hair Removal
Call
Patricia Mullins C.E.
7534856
By Appointment

Bert, Richard and Danny

SPECIAL FRIDAY HOURS

Events...

4';."111.Its:

912m1=ITS

OPEN AT 9:00 AM-CLOSE AT 8:30 PM
SUNDAY 1:00-5:00

SPECIAL FRIDAY HOURS

OPEN AT 9:00 AM-CLOSE AT HO PM
SUNDAY 1:00-5:00

Sunday,Dee.28
but a single silk rose for
an arrangement.
---Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
Sims will be honored on
50th wedding anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Lebanon Church of
Christ, Sedalia. The
family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
---Mr. and Mrs. Otis G.
Falwell will be honored
on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Educational building of
New Providence Church
of Christ.
----

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

After Christmas Sale!!
DRESSES

COATS

Juniors • Petites • Miss.• Half Sizes
Beautiful selection of the latest stk.. in
each categor).. Super prices to please
Regular 50.00 to 130.00 % alues

Pant Coats • Dress Coats • Jackets
Capes • Man Abide Furs • Poi), Fills
Acthe Outerwear Jackets
Regular 90.00 to 320.00 Values

9
1 9°T0 22900

32t 7990

Entire Fall Stock
Make Someone's
holiday bright
with balloons
& cookies.
•Lace collars
se" it up
eSterlIng Silver
earrings
*Handmade Items
'
Antique jewelry
*Gummy Bear
sweatshirts
*Balloon delivery
available

804 Coldwater Rd
759-1319

Famous Brand :Name

SHOES & BOOTS
SAVE

1./
A
4

499 999

1/
1

TO

tj OFF

Sportswear

Junior & Missy

Junior & Missy.

Actiyewear &

SUITS

COORDINATES

SWEATERS

BLOUSES

JOG SETS

Regular 88.041 to 200.00 Values

Regular 28.00 to 90.00 Values

Regular 15.00 to 73.00 % alues

Regular 19.00 to 50.00 A alues

Regular 21 1•11., 62 110 5 aloes

SA% E 1
/VSANE 4 TO

1/
1/
SAVE
SA
/4 TO

1/
3 OFF

1/

1/

SAVE4 TO

z OFF

h OFF

,3

OFF

S A % F./
1 4 r o/
1 3

on

Cotton & Poly/Cotton Tops

Junior & Missy

Junior & Missy

TURTLENECKS

JEANS

PANTS

SKIRTS

SHIRTS

Regular 13.00 to 17.00 Values

Regular 22.00 to 44.410 % Alec

Regular 26.00 to 54.00 % alues

Regular 16.1•1 to 51.00 % allies

Regular 22.00 S :title..

1/
44 OFF

Winter

SAVE

1A /
13
TO

OFF'

Entire Stock

1/
1/
SAVE
TO
OFF

.4

2

Junior & Missy

1./

SAVE

4 TO

Dunloggin Oxford Cloth

3 OFF

V

Winter Knit

Winter Fashion

JEWELRY

BELTS

HATS

SCARVES

GLOVES

Regular 16.00 to 52.00 A alues

Regular 8.00 to 27.00 Values

Regular 4.00 to 1701% able.

1/

4 OFF

NONI

1/
2

PR WE

A.tO
S AVF:1

/
12

OH'

Warner's® & Bali®

SA% i

y
4 OFF

GLOVES

RAINWEAR

GIRDLES

HANES®
HOSIERY

Regular 18.00 to 26.00 Values

Regular 9.00 to 33.00 Values

Regular 23.00 to 30.50 % alues

Regular 3.00 to 6.95 Sallie..

SAVE

1/
4 OFF

1499TO 2199

N(r%

20%

I (Mt 0. 1111415

31

Casual Vinyl

y
4 OFF

iislilliar

alto..

1/
1
sAN 1- /0

Leather

SAN E

1467

Assorted Ties &

Regular 5.00 to 36.00 Values
SAVE

900 Johnny Robertson Rd
Murray Ky -MAWR

Foundation support from our top brand bras
selected in beautiful st!, les to flatter our
shape. Nlost sty les a‘ailable in Iwigr .or %hitt%
Regular 13.541t, 21.00 %

All Winter

SAVE

Rex Camp
Backhoe Service

BRAS

\
R ALIZER • LIFE STRIDE • DEXTER
NIN A • CANDLE'S • GLORIA VANDERBILT
• AUDITIONS •
Regular 39.00 to 69.00 Values

011

2 oFF

l()T(
GLOVES
,
Regular 19.4141 in 39.90 5 aim

99 2999
14ro

Winter

Warm

Winter

Famous Name Tricot

HANDBAGS

SLEEPWEAR

ROBES

LINGERIE

UTILITY COATS

Regular 12.00 to 116.00 Values

Regular 20.00 to 36.00 %slues

Regular 23.00 to 72A1 %slues

Regular 4.00 to 50.00 % aloes

Regular 76.00 to 134.00 Values

/
3 OFF
SAVE/
1 1 TO1

1 3 OFF
SAVEIA TO/

1/
gs.
1/
SAVE i
To i 4 OFF

4

„VEIL/
4Tol.A

.

014

Misty Harhoe

NOW

3()00

OFF
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Your Individual Horoscope

V(

4€

14 Oz. T-Bone
'Good Fri & Sat

$525

Dec .26th & 27th

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks
$450

•Every Thurs, Fri & Sat
Evening

1906 Coldwater Rd.

post-Christmas celebration. However, you've just about had it with one
acquaintance.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
More behind-the-scenes preparations are needed with a career
endeavor. A need to watch spending
is paramount. A friend seems interfering.
PISCES
maw
(Feb 19 to Mar. 20
^€00(
You'll make your stand despite
conflicting advice A matter al" a
distance is finally resolved Social
prospects remain promising and
fulfilling.

DATEBOOK

Homeplace Family Restaurant
*Includes choke of potato,
tossed salad and French breed.

Fain and Darnall vows solemnized

Miss Elizabeth Ann
Fain and Jeffrey Lane
Darnall were married
on Friday, Dec. 5, at
8:30 p.m.
The bride Is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Fain of Murray. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Darnall of Marshall County.
The ceremony was
solemnized at the home
of the bride before the
Immediate family and
close friends.
Justice of the Peace
/RN 11 11/AY, you are amhi- Dan Miller, uncle of the
liuus and seek a position of authority. bride, performed the
You have leadership qualities and are ceremony.
Mrs. Debbie Ford,
drawn to government service.'
Though you do well with large sister of the groom, was
enterprises in business, you work the bride's attendant.
Authur Vance was
best in jobs that reflect your ideals.
Highly creative, you're capable of best man for Mr.
work that's ahead of its time. In Darnall.
The bride is the
particular, music, literature and art
are fields for which you have a strong granddaughter of Mr.
aptitude. Birthday of: Alan King, and Mrs. James Fain of
comedian; Henry Miller, writer; and Lynn Grove and of Mrs.
Steve Allen, entertainer.
Mary Nell Shirley of
Murray and the late
Edgar Shirley; and the
great-granddaughter of
Elmo Fain of Lynn
(Cont'd from page 5)
Grove.
The groom is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Darnall
Last minute Christmas shoppers may purand Mr. and Mrs. Ed
chase gift certificates for the new photography
Noles of Marshall High School, attended
book, Potpourri of Calloway County, throughout
County.
Murray State Universithe holidays. This book is being published by
The new Mrs. Darnall ty and now is employed
Calloway County Public Library. For informais a graduate of Murray by Mr. Gatti's.
tion call the Public Library, 753-2288, or 753-4051.

ARIES
VIRGO
fPlit (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A business situation that seemed
Some continue Christmas partying.
lost or on the back burner gains new others find new inspiration and are
life. You may not see eye to eye with busy with a creative project. A
an adviser Clarify goals.
neighbor plays an important pan in
TAURUS
your life today.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
LIBRA
Despite a difference about finan- (Sept.23 to Oct.22)
cial interests. togetherness rules the
Christmas giving continues, though
day in close relationships. A friend some find time to exchange items at a
continues Christmas reveling with or department store. Domestic interests
without you.
meet with success now.
GEMINI -SCORPIO
( May 21 to June 20)
Now's a time when you really can (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
get down to work. Trust instincts and
Forgo a tendency to go overboard
bring a project to completion. A when socializing. The Christmas
higher up seems overly gung-ho.
spirit gives an extra boost to your
CANCER
charm and you should make imporJune 21 to July 22)
tant phone calls.
Its still Christmas in your heart SAGMARRJS
and love and affection are para- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
mount. It may he hard to get back to
Its a day late, but you'll surprise
work, but evening hours spell-roman- someone with a gift. Otherwise, you'll
tic enchantment.
be tackling all sorts of unfinished
LEO
tasks in preparation for new begin(Jul 23 to Aug. 221nings.
Both spending and leisure events CAPRICORN
take a back seat to work interests. (Dec.22 to.Jan. 19)
You're able to help a family member
You'll make quite an impression
in some way. Housekeepers tidy up
socially now. Join friends for a

cor

Frasces Drake
FRIDAY DECEMBER 2r, Poo,

Books being sold

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Lane Darnall

r

Mr. Darnall is a
graduate of Marshall
County High School and
Is employed by RC Cola

Company.
The couple is now
residing at 3044 South
12th St., Murray.

NINO MIMI Ell

;Save Up to $5.001

* When you buy any 3 rolls 1
759-1864
( or discs of Kodak Color Film
(While supplies last)

ASA 100
ASA 400

Our
Winter
Sale
Is Now
In Progress!

$795
0 (3 Pack)
$095
(3 Pack

($2.00 Mall-in Rebate)
PLUS
Receive 3 Discount Coupons
For Processing — A $3 Value

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"
*Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Dec. 25th, 1966

ALL
Winter
Merchandise
50% to 75% off
Beginning December 26th

Snap Shot
Photo
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING

The Mademoiselle Shop, Inc.
111 South Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Olympic Plaza, Murray
759-9347
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
NM MB 1111111 MN Ell MIN ME NMI

Members of Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club stand beside the decorated Christmas
tree on the main floor of the club house. Pictured, from left, Ruth Wilson, do Williams, Clovis Jones,
Margaret Owens and Anna Mae Owen.

Mary Hopson gives Garden program
By JOAN WHAYNE
Department reporter

In early December
members of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club met
for a potluck luncheon
at the club house which
had been beautifully
decorated for the

Christmas season.
The program on
"Christmas Decorations" was presented by
Mary Hopson in a most
interesting manner.
Mrs. Hopson had
several items of decoration for display and she
related how we do keep

"Christ" in Christmas
In several small ways.
The evergreen tree
was a mysterious tree,
worshipped in pagan
times because of being
"ever green." Later as
a Christmas tree, it
represented the life of
Christ as ever-living.

50%-75%
OFF STOREWIDE

El
7

0
%Off

50%off
140%off

Large Rack-Selected
sts
40E4::=r

Large
Selection

*Skirts 'Blouses
'Shoes *Trousers
Junipers
Socks
1%clt•

Flats,
HeA
elsl,FF
ilz
i
Sweaters
•

20%°

ENGLISH SOLE

Handbags

•Doona,, &
4

Bold Liquidators
Downtown Murray

Bourke *Saddle River
•Lino
•Bargonza
•4It Rosenfeud

20%°
Nate Shirts
Turtlenecks

, 1
till(1,111101
.
()IV THE SQL AXE MI RRAY
Open 9.00 tit c00
\ e•.1
jIIMfI

The star on top of the
tree reminds us of the
Star of Bethlehem;
candles that Jesus was
the light of the world.
God gave us the gift of
His son; we give gifts to
our loved ones. In
Christmas cards we
send a message of love
— the message brought
to the world by Christ.
And these are a few of
the ways we show
homage to Christ in
some of our decorations
and customs today,
Mrs. Hopson said.
Faye McConnell introduced the group to
some interesting facts
in the horticulture hint,
"Meet the Poinsettia."
Joel Poinsett, Ambassador to Mexico,
found it growing there
and brought it to the
United States where it
was grown in
greenhouses. At that
time it was a tall, spindly plant, quite different
from the low, compact
plant we know today,
one which was
developed by several
generations of the Ecke
During the businss
session, Jo Williams,
chairman, presented a
certificate for the Standard of Excellence
Award from the Garden
Club of Kentucky.
Billie Hall reported
that the benefit bridge
party for March is in the
planning stages.
Canned goods were
brought as gifts for
Need Line as part of
civic project for the
year by the Murray
Woman's Club.
Lochie Hart gave the
Invocation prior to the
luncheon. Hostesses
were Ruth Caldwell,
Clover Cotharn, Ludlam
BUlington, Louise Baker
and Billie Hall.
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Limited Quantities

After
Christmas

Shop Now
And Save Even
More During Our
After Christmas
Clearance

mermaid
Cookies
•16 Ounces
sale

aran

1

•

•

Sale Good Thru Sunday, Dec. 28th
Hwy. 641 North
M-S 10-9; Sun. 12-6

1.25

Dozens of Items Have Been Reduced!
Now You Can Save Even More at Wal-Mart.

Robes
Men's Velour
and colors
.Assorted styles
all
.One size fits
saw $
.Reg- 17.88

Whitehall
Cooler Set
•4 Glass fumblers, 14 oz. each *Crystal
clear, gold or blue 'Reg. 3.96

1

C,1

*Great selection
of warm knit
hats with
matching
gloves.
'Assorted
colors
'Sizes 7-15
'Reg. 11.94

Ladies Gift Boxed
Knit Sets Reg. 6.00

Sale
Inot,
$9

Velour
Ladies Deluxe
Wear
Active
.Sizes S. M, L
•Foshion Colors

iasb

Indiana Glass
Reg. 2.97

15

Sate $

s.,.2/s5
•

.Reg. 6.96
.Reg. 7.96
.Reg. 11.96

Sal.5 50
Sale 6.00
sal,9.00

•Princess candy dish, Hen-on nest, divided relish with servers,
footed compote, diamond point vase and many more.

Ladies
Gift
Boxed
Gloves

1 Pc.
Suit

Canto
•

Pockets
twill •6
•All cotton
•Elastic waistband
XL
.Sizes S, M, L.,

•

Every
tow Price

•Straight leg style *Sizes 29-38
•Reg. 12.88

Day

Boy's Shirts &
Sweater Vest

•
Rustler
Corduroy Jeans

It-

'Sizes 4-7 •Reg. 13.94

Men's Long Sleeve
Woven Shirts
•S, M, L, XL •Reg. 9.93

sal.10.00

Salo

8-18 •Reg 15 94

8.00

Anchor Hocking Basket Ovenware
'Each piece has its own basket •2 Qt. buffet dish, Loaf dish, 8 in.
cake baking dish,
11
/
2 Qt. covered
casserole.
'Reg. 5.84

*".**Kririmiroolisiqr
;

Gift Boxed
Soaps or Bath
Oil Pearls
Reg. 2.50

Salo
Sr
7

or

Gift Boxed Oriental Fans

SPECIAL SELECTION
LIMITED QUANTITIES
Girl's Boxed
Hat & Glove Set

Sale

Ladies' Brushed Gowns. . . . Sale
Men's 2 Pc.
Camouflage Suits

Sale

Men's Coats

Gift Boxed
Cosmetic Purse Set

3.00
5.00

13.00
25.00

2/11.00

English Bath Cubes

ADVERTISING POLICY-II .s out ontenhon to have all merchant:fere a, thrs
ad m stock cluong the sale dates However snce most merchandHe rs
overstocks and seasonal leftovers and because many Ite/T1S MP III knotted
suoofy we wit not rssue ran checks for Vas sale It you are cAssatrshed sallh
-land Shop fallf
Any men-harvime we yoll gladly exchange 't or gore you arc
ty whde spier hons are best lawlatons vord a, New faepCo

Ladies

2.50

2.50
Gift Boxed Umbrellas
4.00
Men's Crew Neck Sweaters. . 13.00
Arcoroc Fiesta Dishes
6.50
Blue Carnival Dishes
3.00
Gun Cabinet with Light
104.00
6 Gun Cabinet
90.00
8 Gun Cabinet
104.00
Metal Gun Cabinet
64.00
Carribean Soap Collection ....2.74

Fleece

•

Robes

0
-J

•Assorted styles
and colors
.Sizes S, M, L
.Reg. 19.94
Sale

•
-.WED

Sells 110,

nt.•, •

NAI 0.1 ,1

, Orly

• W

API

CI? I •• .A
.. • W

• WA

VI'
,

.irl
• Aril 'v

'.4.1I, to, Inv. • A .1

I

1,101.40

• Vis 11 004,1 ',ells
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observations
by lochie hart
Its the night before
Christmas. There are
errands to run, presents
to wrap and maybe
presents to be bought, or
finished, perhaps. But
our home has been
decorated for this
season since Dec. 1. My
one and only, born on
Christ's birthday,
reflects the occasion
with happiness and
radiates the joy to me.
Our tree joined us in the
living room Saturday
when she, Lore, and
David brought it in,
placed in the south end
of the room, trimmed it
with trinkets and lights
that have been used for
thirty years and some.
The tree cannot be
seen outside except by
our neighbors on the
south — Evelyn and
Conrad Jones and Pat
and Scott Seiber. We
three homes are alike in
that the Christmas trees

cannot be seen from the
street side. I enjoy the
lights on theirs. Our tree
Is for them, too.
• • •
The lights through the
stained glass windows
In the First Christian
Church are kind of a
beacon in the night that
guides the passerbys.
The displays in the
Murray-Calloway Count y P a r k s a y
"Greetings" to visitors.
Logs burning in the
fireplace cast a charm
over chats by friends, as
the annual boiled
custard party is observed. As is the custom, Irma, Euva, Maudena,
Lillian and I exchange
goodies, followed the annual pattern last Friday
night. But gas logs that
were lighted last week
refused to burn. Not to
be outdone, we played
like they were burning.
•

•

•

This will be the first
Christmas to some.
Ones I know are Kate
Kennedy (Little Kate)
Reeves, and Michael
Birdsong.
• • •
Another Yule season
for Mr. QuIntGuier —
104 of them. A birthday
party for him Sunday.
• • •
Newness and beauty
are the adjectives that
best describe the holiday open-house of the
HT Marketing, Inc.,
Dec. 19. Located on Andrus Drive, it is interesting on the inside.
Darkness hindered me
from observing the
outer side. Crowds exchanged greetings. I
failed due to the crowd
to talk with the owners
— I did see Tommy
Shirley who greeted me.
I wouldn't have known
him. He was a member
of the Library Club and
worked with me at Murray High School.
• • •
Two of my friends are in
the hospital — Max Hurt
continues his stay; and
Mary Belle Overbey is
in intensive care being

Banner

treated for a heart
disturbance.
• • •
A friend and neighbor
W.C. "Dub" Elkins died
last week after a long illness. He and Jo and
Dianne are specials.
Dianne and her
daughter of Salt Lake
City and her son of
Chicago, are here and
planning for a
Christmas on Wells
Boulevard
with her
mother.
• • •
The folloing poem,
sent to me years ago by
Mrs. J.I. (Desiree)
Hosick includes my sentiments and I'm using it
to wish you a good
Christmas:
A Christmas
Wish for You:
That you may hold
forever
in your heart
the golden
memories

Clarksville, Tennessee

We have room for
first and second sale
and thereafter of Dark
Fired Tobacco.
We truly appreciate
your business.
Have a
Happy Christmas
with a
Bright New Year.
615-552-1976
Pettus Street a Guthrie Hwy.

1

SEASON'S
GREETINGS
FROM OUR
FAMILY
TO YO

•: <

and fill the hearts
of those you love
\, •
with its fragrance
And that in every hour
of joy or of sorrow
the peace-giving
smile of the Christ-Child
may abide with you
and keep you near
to God

Pictured from left are Owen Norsworthy, President of Blood
River Bass Masters Club, Deanna Wolf, Headstart Social
Services-Parent Involvement Coordinator and Mike Baugher,
manager of K-mart.

Bass Masters make Christmas brighter

'Shepherd's field'
claimed by three
rival churches

SHEPHERDS
FIELDS, Occupied
West Bank (AP) — In
the pebble-strewn fields
around Bethelehem,
rival churches lay claim
to three different plots
where they say angels
first told shepherds of
Jesus' birth.
The Roman Catholic,
Greek Orthodox and
Protestant churches
point to separate lots,
each an acre in size, as
the shepherds' fields of
the Bible.
On the main street of
the nearby town of Belt
Sahour, where a Palestinian was shot Monday
after he threw a bottle
bomb at a passing bus, a
bright-colored banner
beckons: "Welcome to
the Shepherds Field." A
sign points pilgrims in
three different
direction.
"There's no likelihood
that any of them is correct." said Rev. Jerry
Murphy-O'Conner, an

Tobacco Center

of every happy
Christmas Day
you have ever
known:
That you may be
brave In the
hour of trial when
the cross
Is laid upon your
shoulders,
when the hill you
climb
seems very high
and the beacon
lights of hope
are far away:
That every gift that
God has given you
may grow with the
years

archaeologist at the
Roman Catholic Ecole
Biblique in East
Jerusalem. "You often
find sites being
invented."
The Greek Orthodox
and the Catholic sites
contain ruins of 4th and
5th century Byzantine
churches on which the
two denominations base
their claims.
The Protestant plot,
which was designated in
the 1940s during the
British mandate rule of
Palestine, makes no
historical claim at all
and houses the local
YMCA.
Two early chroniclers
from the Byzantine
period, Egeria and Arculf, described the
shepherds' field in 384
A.D., saying it had a
cave with an altar and a
church called "At the
Shepherds."
"The Greek Orthodox
field corresponds best to
these earliest texts,"
Murphy-O'Connor said
in an interview. "But of
course it's unlikely the
tradition has any
historical value. All we
know about the real site
is what was written in
the gospels and that's
basically nothing."

The generosity of 36
members of the Blood
River Bass Masters
Club has made
Christmas brighter for
100 children in the Murray Headstart
Program.
Owen Norsworthy,
president of the Blood
River Bass Masters, announced recently that
the club had donated
$500 to the Murray
Headstart Program.
The funds were used to
purchase individual
items of clothing for
each of the children in
the Murray program.
The clothing was purchased at the Murray KMart store where
manager Mike Baugher
gave the group a 10 percent discount.
The Blood River Bass
Masters Club holds
several fundraisers
each year and uses the

money to help local
charities and worthy
causes, according to
Norsworthy. The group
also sponsors the AllAmerican Bass Buddy
Classic each year on
Kentucky Lake.
Headstart is a
federally-sponsored
pre-school program for
children from
economically disadvantaged homes. "We are
most grateful for this
donation since
Headstart relies on local
support to meet many of
the needs of our children
and their families needs
which are not met by the
federal funds we
receive," noted Deanna
Wolf, Headstart Social
Services-Parent Involvement Coordinator.
Ms. Wolf pointed out
that representatiVes
from the Headstart
Center Committee (a

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A probationer's
hard-luck story last
year has meant gifts for
150 children of former
lawbreakers this holiday season.
"It all began with that
poor man one year
ago," said Carol
Stewart, a probation
and parole officer.
The 28-year-old Lexington man on probation
for drug offenses told
her "how his minimum wage job only paid for

Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year
Thank you for
all your business.
Hal and Sondra
Rice
PHOTOGRAPHY
By

food and rent. He told
me how his wife had
abandoned their two
children — ages 4 and 2
— the weekend before,"
Stewart said.
"And then he said
something I never will
forget. I wrote down his
words: 'There will be no
Christmas at our house
this year. We have no
tree, no lights, no candy,
no presents, no money.
Nothing. There will be
no Christmas at our
house this year.'"
Knowing that few
referral agencies would
be open the next day,
Christmas Eve, Stewart
found him a discarded
tree and lights from the
office. Fellow officer
Bobby Timbrook gave
her money to buy mittens, stockings and toys
for the children.
But the story stayed
with Stewart, who
related it when she was
visiting her aunt in
Minnesota.
"She called me a few
days later when I got
back home and said she
had talked to the people
of her church, Cherry
Grove United
Methodist," Swart
said.
"They began collecting toys, presents,
scarves, clothes, money
and sent us the
materials. One woman

Come To The

We will close Christmas Eve at 7 pm. and be
closed all day Christmas so our employees can
share this special holiday with their families.

Visit The Golden Corral Nearest You

719 South 12th
Sun ilur 1 I am lOrtni En

4

753-3822
it

Sat Ilam 1 Ipm

••••••••••••••••

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Rent

"We selected the most
needed item of clothing
for each of the children,
based on the report of
each parent," she added. "With all groups —
parents, professionals,
and community — actively involved in this
process, we have gone
beyond the usual definition of 'charity.'
"Thanks to the
generosity of the Blood
River Bass Masters
Club, K-Mart, and our
parent volunteers, we
have seen genuine community action to improve the lives of our
children."

Lawbreakers receive help this season

Olympic Plaza (Inside Roy's Pharmacy)
753-9540

May this Holiday Season be filled
with Peace and Joy for you and your family. . .
from the people who enjoy serving you at Golden
Corral Family Steak House.

parents group which
plans activities for each
center) worked with her
and representatives of
the Blood River Bass
Club to select the
clothing for the
children.

6 Movies For $ 10

Each Additional Movie 99c
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
FREE
VCR Rental
Popcorn & Cokes
ONLY $8.95
Friday & Saturday
For The Weekend
Your Movie Professionals
Have Over 2200 movie
titles & 50 VCRs to rent.
Open Till 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

RENTAVSALES
CENTER
200 E. Mein Murray 753111201

at the church, who was a
stranger to me,gave me
a $150 check for gifts. ..
Here were people living
In a farming community
threatened by hard
times who gave to
children they don't
know.''
Stewart and Carl
Almgren, the director of
Volunteers in Corrections, a non-profit
organization supported
by United Way, coordinated the project.
Local probation and
parole officers sifted
through caseloads to
identify families facing
a bleak Christmas. They
came up with 60, with
about 150 children
among them.
"Toys and all kinds of
items started appearing
In our office," Stewart
said. "Some of my
neighbors in Anderson
County made some
homemade toy stuffings, and we all raised
about $400 to buy food."
State employees in
Frankfort got in the act.
"Rather than exchanging gifts in our office
this year, we decided to
participate in Carol's
project," said Douglas
Sapp, state community
services commissioner
in the Corrections
Cabinet.
Sapp said he unaware
of any similar project
by probation and parole
offices in the state.
Boxes filled with gifts
were available to the office's clients Monday.
Stewart said she and her
husband, Lexington
police officer Dallas
Stewart, planned to
deliver some of the
boxes Tuesday.
Stewart said she
hoped no one ever had to
come to her office again
and say his children
would have nothing for
Christmas.
"By our giving to
them, we are giving the
best Christmas gift to
ourselves," she said

Buying?

Selling?
You'll find
everything
you need
in the
Classifieds
753-1916
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

Best wishes to one and all on this most cheer-filled
of holidays! May good health, good fun and good
friends be yours today and always!
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Sutton changes thoughts
on UK-UL hoop series
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. —
Big brother is taking
notice of little brother in
Kentucky.
Kentucky basketball
coach Eddie Sutton said
at his weekly news luncheon Tuesday that the
annual basketball series
between Kentucky and
Louisville should
continue.
That was a change
from the previous day
when he told a
newspaper: "Louisville
is like the little brother
fighting for recognition
from big brother."
But Sutton later
softened his stance.

He said that after
meeting with UK president Otis Singletary and
Athletics Director Cliff
Hagan, "I made the
decision we ought to
continue the series ... I
think it's an important
series. I told Mr. Hagan
to put the contracts in
the mail to (Louisville
athletic director) Bill
Olsen."
Reached after the luncheon, Hagan said a
proposal will be sent to
Olsen. He said the terms
would probably be
similar to the current
four-year split homeand-away contract that
ends after the teams
play Saturday in

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462
Refill your
prescription now
before your '87
deductible takes
effect.

15% Discount
on all cash
prescriptions.

Save up to
50% in our
Gift Shop

Louisville.
Sutton also said that a
recent poll that said 83
percent of the residents
supported the in-state
rivalry also influenced
his thinking.
"I think LouisvilleKentucky is an important series," he said,
"And after looking at
the percentages of fans
across the state, I
believe they feel the
same way."
He added, "I did a lot
of praying. I also talked
to my No.1 assistant
coach and wife, Patsy,
and I did a lot of
research and some
media folks did a lot of
research. Right now,
it's OK (to play).
They're a great program and we're the
best."
Sutton added that he
would break off the
series if fans became
unruly or if coaches
were uncooperative.
Sutton welcomed
center Mike Scott to the
team and forward Todd
Ziegler back to the
squad.
Scott, a 6-foot-11
sophomore, left Wake
Forest last January and
enrolled at Lexington
Community College. He
joined the Wildcats in
practice Tuesday night,
but will not be able to
play until Jan. 17
because of a
Southeastern Conference rule that states
a player must sit out one
calendar year before
regaining eligibity.
"We're excited Mike
Scott will join us at
practice," Sutton said.
"I think he'll be a
heckuva player for us. I
compare him to Mike
Phillips (of Kentucky's
1978 national
champions).
"I really believe he
will help the club by
February. I think he will
be a fine player for us."

For Lease
Office or Retail Space
Up to 2400 Square Feet Available

12th & Olive

Murray, Ky.

Search for
new coach
underway
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
With yesterday's announcement of Murray
State head football
coach Frank Beamer's
departure for Virginia
Tech, the university's
athletic department has
begun its search for a
successor to the sixyear coach.
Athletic Director
Johny Reagan, university Vice President David
Perrin and Assistant
Athletic Director Mike
Dill will meet next week
to try to establish a
search committee for th
vacancy.
"We're going to try to
get together the first of
next week and try to get
the committe at least
partially established,"
Reagan said. "We have
determined we will
advertise in the "NCAA
News," which is, of
course an outlet to get
the word out."
Reagan, who will
Calloway County Senior Randy Sons (right) was named to the All-State team bythe Cross Country chair the committee,
Coaches Association. Junior Kevin Garland and freshman Jams, Wilson were named honorable men- said that a deadline of
Jan. 9 will be set for aption. The Laker cross country team is coached by Dan Thompson.
plicants. The "NCAA
News" will be out Dec.
31.
"We hope to have one
la new coach) by the
middle of January, but
that may be tough,"
Reagan said.
Although several
names have come up
By GUY COATES
17-0 with one abstention. businessman Sheldon
were among those concerning the position,
Associated Press Writer
A Louisiana-style Beychok. They said they
demanding a nation- most predominately
BATON ROUGE, La. political squabble in- had nothing
against Ar- wide search for a coach. Mayfield coach Jack
— Louisiana State volving members of the cher, but accused WharThe search went on, Morris and former
University's search for same board had ton of
trying to ram with candidates drawn Racer assistant Mike
a head football coach resulted in Archer, 33, through Archer's
ap- from college and NFL Mahoney, Reagan said
came full circle when being rejected on Dec. pointment in hopes
that there are no official
of ranks.
defensive coordinator 5., despite recommen- convincing Arnsparger
applicants at this time.
But Archer, popular
Mike Archer was given dations from the LSU to stay on at LSU
"Mahoney has apas with his players as well
the job he had been Athletic Council, Athletic Director.
as his former boss, won plied (by telephone). We
denied 18 days earlier.
popular outgoing coach
Arnsparger is leaving out.
have not had an applica"We will have a foot- Bill Arnsparger and LSU to take over
tion from Jack Morris,
as
"I'm happy for Mike
ball team that you will Chancellor James athletic director at
but it is still early," he
the
and our staff," Anibe proud of at LSU," Ar- Wharton.
University of Florida.
said. "We will not really
sparger said Tuesday.
cher said to the school's
Opponents of Archer's
consider anyone a canMcKeithen and
"I've felt all along that
Board of Supervisors appointment then in- Beychok, no fans
didate until we have his
of Arnour staff deserved the
after members approv- cluded former Gov. sparger because of
resume."
his
opoportunity to build
ed his appointment' John McKeithen and flirtation last
Beamer, a 1969
August
upon what we've
Tuesday by a vote of Baton Rouge with the job at
graduate of Virginia
Florida,
started.
Tech, compiled a 42-23-2
Once Arnsparg‘r record in his reign as
leaves to go to Florida, head coach. He joined
Archer will be the the Racer staff in 1979
youngest active coach in as defensive
NCAA Division I-A — coordinator.
Beamer, 40, will
and the youngest at LSU
since Paul Dietzel was assume his duties with
the Hokies in January.
hired in 1955 at age 30.

Archer new LSU head coach

fill losiu it here is!

We provide

,
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the facilities, the knowledgeable staff and the
fnendly atmosphere so you can get yourself
in the shape you want and enjoy doing it. If
You're not happy with the v,•av you look
and feel, then stop in and let us .(:i‘e
you a free orientation to our club.

Olive St.

OFFERED BY

SiRKIKal
TORS

at_

EL PASO, Texas Rose Bowl. This time,
(AP) — The University the setting for the fourth
of Alabama, which has meeting between the
pla‘yed in more bowl schools is the Sun Bowl.
games than any other
They played regularschool, make its 39th season games in 1975
postseason appearance and 1978 with Alabama
Thursday against its winning 52-0 and 20-17.
very first bowl oppo"In 1975, we held them
753-0069
nent, the University of to right under the speed
Washington.
limit," Washington
On Jan. 1, 1926, Coach Don James said.
Alabama edged "We gave them a little
Washington 20-19 in the scare; they thought
they'd killed us.
"Talk about a drug
problem — they drug
our butts up and down
the field.
'After the game,
Bear Bryant came up to
me and said, 'That's the
best I've ever seen my
team play.' I said,
'Bear, I'm sure glad I
was here to see it.'"
Bryant isn't around
anymore and Alabama
Coach Ray Perkins will
have the opportunity to
play what James calls
"positively the best
team in my 12 years at
the University of
Washington."
The Huskies finished
the regular season 8-2-1
and ranked No. 12 in the
Associated Press poll.
Alabama, 9-3, is No. 13.
The teams tied for second place in the
Pacific -10 and
Southeastern conferences, respectively.
Paris Square
Alabama's bowl
Shopping Center
record is 21-14-3 after
Paris, Tenn. 38242
winning nine of Its last
10. The Crimson Tide is
2935A Fort Campbell Blvd.
2-0 under Perkins, starPhone 888-7899
ting with a 28-7 rout of
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
Southern Methodist in
the Sun Bowl in 1982, his
first year as Bryant's
successor.

FITNESS
PLUS

Call Michael R. Garrison
Office 442-7810
Home 443-6356
REAIL

'Bama wins Bowl

•

Gift Certificates Available

After Christmas Sale
7 Shopping Days Only-Dec. 26-Jan. 3

ALL Merchandise — Storewide
1203 Chestnut St.
Photos 7534844
Murray, Ky. 42071
Paducah Off-Price Mall
3200 S. Bottline
Paducah, Ky. 42001
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DENNISON HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
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Alford wakes up to hand Louisville loss
BLOOMINGTON,
Ind. (AP) — Indiana's
Steve Alford went
through 19 minutes and
54 seconds of the first
half against Louisville
without making a field
goal. The senior guard
then hit a 3-pointer, and
coach Bob Knight considered it one of the
most important baskets
of the game.
"I think a very big
play for us was Alford's
3-pointer at the end of
the first half," Knight
said after his eighth-

ranked Hoosiers came
from behind to beat
Louisville 67-58
Tuesday.
The basket narrowed
the Cardinals' halftime
lead to 34-28, and for
Alford, it was his first
field goal in 10 tries. Until then, he had scored
Just six points on free
throws.
"I told the kids that all
we needed to do was
make two plays at the
start of the second half
and we'd be back in it,
Knight said.
It

Indiana, after trailing
by as many as 11 points
In the first half, scored
the first five points after
halftime to cut their
deficit to 34-33 on a
14-foot Jumper by
sophomore forward
Ricky Calloway. The
Hoosiers took the lead
for the first time since
the early stages of the
game when an Alford
field goal made it 37-36
with 14:57 to play.
"Alford was kind of
cold in the first half,"
said Hoosier center

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

Cows)whose
Atlanta
Milwaukee
Detroit
Chicago
Indiana
Cleveland

Dallas

_

I

19 6
19 8
14 9
13 12
13 14
11 14

760
704
.609
520
481
440

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divisios
17 9
654

1
4
6
7
8

—

Utah
Denver

Houston
Sacramento
San Antonio

L.A. Lakers
Golden State
Portland
Seattle
Phoenix
L.A. Clippers

17
12
10
8
7

9
15
15
18
20

604 —
444 5%
.400 64
.308 9
259 10%

Pacific Division
20
16
17
14
13
4

6
11
12
11
14
21

.769 —
.560 4%
.586 4%
.500 5%
.481 714
160 15%

Tuesday's Games
Indiana 111, Detroit 98
New Jersey 119. Utah N
Houston 121, L.A. Clippers 96
Chicago 108, Cleveland 92
Milwaukee 110, San Antonio 108
Phoenix 110, Dallas 119
Golden State 112, Portland 111
L.A. Laken 127, Sacramento 117, OT
Seattle 127, Denver 116

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

CCHS to

play host
in tourney

"but they forced us into
making some mistakes,
which is a sign of a good
team
"Come year's end.
with their JC players
( junior college transfers

Smart and
they're going r ,
of the top tear:,
Tile.,
country
good balanc•e '•
their inside
games
year

-

COKE &
COKE PRODUCTS

89'i

,\-\6119P

NBA STANDINGS

Nationol Basketball Atrociatkin
At A(Mabee
By The Associated Press
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Allende Divss
W L Pct. GB
Boston
16 9
640 —
Philadelphia
14 12
538 2%
Washington
12 13
480 4
New Jersey
6 19
240 10
New York
222 11
6 21

Dean Garrett, "but the
— Ellison had a that forced Louisville,
coach just told him to 19-point (per game)
4-5, to commit 10
Just keep on shooting, average," Garrett said
second-half turnovers
and he got a big basket "I knew that. I just felt
"We made some
for us at the end of the that if I kept him from
mistakes," said Coach
first half. He made his getting the ball and
Denny Crum of the
shots when the going got played him on his right
defending national
tough."
shoulder, I would be champion Cardinals.
Alford finished with 17 able to stop him."
points, including
Garrett's defense was
another 3-pointer that part of a Hoosier effort
helped whittle
Louisville's last lead,
2 Liter
49-42 with 9:07 remining. The Cardinals'
Herbert Crook had
scored six straight
points to pace a 13-5 run
that gave Louisville that
advantage.
Alford's second
3-pointer, which Knight
said "enabled us to get
back into the game,"
was followed by two
Calloway County High
straight baskets by GarSchool will host the
rett and a free throw by
Calloway County HoliKeith Smart that" gave
day Classic Tournament
Indiana a 50-49 lead.
1986, Dec. 26-27.
Calloway then scored
Admission will be
six of the next seven and
$1.50 for students and
Indiana, up 56-50 with $2.50 for adults.
4:36 to play, led the rest Teachers may be admitof the way to record its
ted at student price with INV
seventh win in eight I.D.
games.
Doors will open at
Calloway, who scored
12:15 for the afternoon
13 of his 19 points in the sessions and at 5:45 for
second half, was playing the night sessions.
just his second game
Trophies will be
after sitting out five awarded to the winner
with a knee injury.
and runner-up of the
"We took Calloway
Boys and Girls sections.
out in the first half Each winning team will
maybe a little too long
receive 20 1986 Calloway
(eight minutes on the County Holiday Classic
bench). but I wanted
t-shirts.
him to be able to play
There will be a tourthe whole second half,"
nament MVP for the
Knight said. "I thought
boys and girls and an
he played well.
All-Tournament team
"LOuiSVllle's an exwill be selected.
cellent team with exThe tournament is becellent depth. I think our
ing sponsored in part by
players worked really
Cunningham Auto
hard getting ready for
Repair and Arby's of
this game. I thought it
Murray.
VIM a great game for us
Calloway County's
to play against a
girls' team is scheduled
physcial, talented team.
for first round action at
It's something that we
2:45 p.m., while the boys
needed. It's just all the
play at 8:30 p.m.
better that we won the
The Murray High
game," Knight said
Tigers open at 6:30 p.m.
The Hoosier coach
The tournament
also praised Garrett,
the junior center who brackets will run in Friheld his Louisville day's "Ledger and
counterpart. Pervis Times."
Ellison, to a season-low
eight points. including
just two in the second
half. Garrett finished
with 12 points and had 11
rebounds to Ellison's 12

753-8355

Kenlake's
New Year's Eve
Bash
New Year Eve Pack,L.
— 1 Nigrt
Lodge
—Candieligrt Year
— Admission intc
partying witr Z'
& tight show'
—Hats & tun ma3,-'

$70 Per Couple
Limited space
your rese,. ,

474-2211

KENLAKE STA RESORT PAP
Hwy. 94E

Aurora

Only A Few Days Left!
For Our Interest Rates As Low As

3.9%
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Unprecendented low interest rates are back again at mike,
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury!
For a limited time, you can now finance your new Ford Escort, Mercury Lynx or Escort EXP for as low as 3.9 percent interest through the
Ford Credit Company with approved credit.
There's a 9ood selection of each vehicle for you to ihoose from.
A complete line of all other Ford, Lincoln and Mercury velliclvs ,Ilso
in stock.
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Hurry! Offer expires January 4, 1987
See 'em today while these
Low interest rates
FORD
Ford Motor
still apply!
Credit
Company

MERCURY

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN

701 Main Street

753-5273
Have you driven a Ford lately?

Murrray, Ky. 42071

11Iarket II 1 Furnitury
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Sale Starts Fri., Dec. 26;
Ends Tues., Dec. 30
Closed Christmas Day
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OUR LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE
Pegoor Pnces May

or At Some Stores Due To Locot COmpelition

EVERYDAY PRICES

ADVERTISED PRICES

We will honor any local competitor's current advertised prices*. Simply bring the competitor's
ad, along with the item, directly to the checkout. Read all the ads and then make all your
purchases at Just ONE place ... K marl. *Lowtod to Nemo currently on nand

We guarantee to have the lowest prices in town. We check prices in all stores on a regular basis
and lower our prices to be totally competitive.Should our price on any product not be the lowest
in town, bring the item to the service desk and we will meet any competitor's price.

COME TO K mart FOR A TRUCKLOAD OF SAVINGS!
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Sweetheart liquid dish detergent is
mild for your hands, tough enough for
cleaning dirty dishes. 22 fl.

Purex dry laundry detergent in 147oz.-net-wt. box. Heavy-duty formula for
whiter whites and brighter colors.
bend 4 boxes

Purex liquid bleach helps remove
stains and brighten wash. Convenient
128-fl.-oz. size. K mart value.
orn,1 6
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AP-53C
2-pr. pkg. nylon kn..-hrs.
Wide-band style in b0S4C
shades Fit misses sizes 8 2-11
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Skein

Your Choice. 3-ply acrylic
knitting yam in attractrve solid
colors 3-oz -net-wt

skein
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Save on selected toys from our Christmas
stock. See our collection of toys for all
ages. At extra-special K mart savings!
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Boxed Christmas cards in traditional,
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festive holiday designs. Plan ahead for
next year and avoid the shopping rush!
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Save big on our remaining stock of
beautiful Christmas decorations. Get a
jump on next year's tree trimming!
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Your Choic• Men's or womon's
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700 U.S. Highway 641 N.
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cover for bench or bucket seats
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Democrats...

KENTUCKY
SPOTLIGHT
GEORGE HACKETT
Associated Press

Southern cooking at its best
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Camille Glenn acquired her love
and knowledge of good food from her mother during the years
before frozen vegetables and microwave ovens changed
America's cooking habits.
"She was a reluctant teacher. Mamma felt I should spend my
time practicing the piano, but I couldn't stay out of the kitchen.
The things that were happening there seemed to be more exciting
than a music lesson."
In those days, the family was operating a small hotel at
Dawson Springs, where Glenn's paternal grandfather, Col.
William Hamby, had founded a health spa.
"Mother supervised the dining room and prepared some of the
meals, with me trailing along behind her. I watched and
remembered."
Today, at 78, Glenn is recognized nationally as an expert on
Southern cuisine which "a few people have always characterized
as bad biscuits, greasy green beans and grits."
She has invited such skeptics to dine with her and before they
leave, the guests invariably ask for recipes. They're available
now in "The Heritage of Southern Cooking."
"It's a gastronomical tour of the South," said Glenn, who spent
two years collecting the material. "Each recipe was tested and
retested until I was sure it was correct."
Convinced that the book will be a best-seller in its field, the
publisher ordered a first printing of more than 100,000 copies. The
550 recipes cover just about everything from corn fritters to
Mississippi Flyaway Duck.
They also tell something about Glenn's life because some
recipes were obtained while she was traveling around the country with her husband, Martin Glenn, now deceased.
When he was shipped overseas during World War II, she and
her two daughters moved to Florida for the duration. Later, the
family returned to Louisville and Glenn turned to catering and
teaching.
The catering ranged from debutante parties to church suppers
and lasted two decades.
In April 1948, she founded perhaps the oldest French cooking
school west of the Alleghenies, "making me pre-revolutionary —
pre-culinary revolutl4n, Of course.''
Approximately 1,500 students enrolled in the course and they
weren't always women."Once in a while a man would slip in and
prove to be a pretty good chef. We always met in one room that a
cooking wares retailer provided for us in the east end of the city."
Eventually, the classes were transferred to the huge kitchen of
her historic home, filled with hundreds of cook books and every
conceivable utensil that a housewife would need.
"The school became a chore and I finally stopped, partly
because I wanted to begin researching material for the book. I
also had a newspaper column to do."
She has, since the late 1950s, written for The Louisville Times,
The Courier-Journal, or both.
Glenn still recalls the article she turned in urging housewives
to use fresh instead of frozen peas for dinner.
"The editor chewed me out and almost fired me, claiming that
frozen peas were better and a time-saver because you didn't have
to shell them."
She's a self-styled "country woman. We believe that country
cooking calls for the best and freshest ingredients, from
vegetables to fruit."
Her philosophy is summed up on the back cover of her book.
"Good food blesses all, the one who cooks it and the one who
eats it."

Sports car will carry
former boxer's name
RACINE, Wis. (AP) —
Former heavyweight boxer
Muhammad All says he will help
market a luxury sports car bearing his name and called the auto,
"the greatest car of all time."
"Being recognized all over the
world and having so many fans,
I think this is a good vehicle for
me to get in," All said Tuesday
at a news conference. "We have
a commodity that touches all
people."
The $30,000 to $40,000 "Ali
3.WC" would be sold first in the
Middle East and Far East,
where Ali's popularity is
strongest, and would not be
marketed domestically for at
least a year and a half, said
Abuwi Mahdi, All's manager.
The fiberglass car would have
the chassis and drivetrain of the

illative toward Tehran if the
sales became public.
When the sales were disclosed
(Cant'd from page 1)
last month, Reagan denied they
aware of and could make public
were an effort to swap arms for
anytime they want. I'm
hostages and portrayed them as
somewhat mystified by the
an effort to reach out to
president's request because I
moderates in Iran.
don't know of any information
The newspaper said it could
we have that they don't have in
not learn to whom the memo
greater detail."
was addressed or when it was
Sen. Dennis DeConcini, Dwritten.
Ariz., who participated in the
White House spokesman Mark
panel's hearings because he will
Weinberg said "a document
be a committee member next review by White House officials
year, said, "I find it a bit difhas not turned up this docuficult that the president is askment." CIA spokeswoman
ing the Intelligence Committee
Kathy Pherson declined to
to tell him what went on in his comment.
White House. And that's what I
The 99th Congress' investigathink he's doing. ... Why he
tions formally ended Tuesday
would want this committee's
when Richard Secord, a retired
report to tell him what happened
Air Force major general, refusin his own White House is ed to tell the House Intelligen
ce
beyond me."
Committee what he knew about
Sen. Donald Ftiegle, D-Mich., the diversion of funds. He cited
said Reagan "has actually a bethis Fifth Amenment rights
ter ability to get the information
against self-incrimination.
than anybody else and all he
Secord earlier had refused to
needs to do ill ask. For some
give information to the Senate
reason, he's decided not to do panel, as did Adm. John
that. That's to me one of the Poindexter, Reagan's national
greatest mysteries as to why, if security adviser, and Marine Lt.
he's in doubt himself about the Col. Oliver North, an aide on the
information, he's not asked."
National Security Council.
Meanwhile, The New York Poindexter resigned and North
Times reported in today's ediwas fired after the link between
tions that CIA Director Willisun
the two controversial programs
J. Casey wrote a memorandum
was discovered.
about a year ago describing the
Reagan has said he did not
Iran arms sales as a trade for know about the diversion of
hostages.
money. At the White House, he
The newspaper, quoting an said Tuesday that "I'm trying to
unidentified "high ranking find out, too" about what hapgovernment official who has pened after he secretly ordered
seen the document," said
weapons sold to Iran.
Reagan was prepared to portray
Second's refusal to talk during
the arms sales as a political in- a brief, closed-door meeting of

Jean Bird

Don Blalock

Realtor. Murray

Realtor. Murray

Judy Johnston

Robert Lough

Managing Broker. Murray

Life & health Agent

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 34, 1984

the House panel ended a series
of investigations started by both
House and Senate committees
after the administration disclosed the diversion last month
When the 100th Congress convenes Jan. 6, special committees in the House and Senate will
investigate all aspects of the
controversy.
In other developments
Tuesday:
—Officials at Georgetown
University Hospital said CIA
Director William Casey "remains in stable condition as he
continues to recover" from last
week's surgery for a brain
tumor. Casey, 73, will require
more treatment, but no date has
been set for that to begin. He
was-tici*talized one day before
heai to tell the Senate committee what he knows about the
money diversion.
—Administration officials,
who declined to be identified,
revealed that North was briefly
hospitalized in late 1974 for

Soldiers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
possessing and distributing cocaine, while Ricks had been
charged with car theft and being
absent without leave, Harralson
said.
Cosores was being held on
desertion and larceny charges,
and was also charged after the
breakout with assaulting a law
enforcement officer and attempted escape, Harralson said.
All of the charges were
brought under military law,

"depression and stress" following an overseas tour. The officials said it did not appear that
National Security Council officials had been aware of
North's brief hospitalization
before he joined the White House
staff.
"A general recommended to
him that he go to Bethesda
(Naval Hospital) and check in
for some counseling and
assistance. He did so and remained for 10 days and then was
released and found fit for duty
Basically, it was a case of
depression and stress," said one
official.
—White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said Raymond F
Burkhardt, the NSC's senior
director for Latin American affairs, will leave the White House
and return to the State Department and that Jack Matlock, the
NSC's top Soviet specialist, also
will return to the State Department
which allows suspects to be held
in custody without bail based on
the seriousness of the charges
against them, he said. The four
were awaiting court-martial at
the time of the escape. The
penalties for crimes charged
under military law vary.
The guard who was overpowered, Sgt. Robert Jennings,
was treated for injuries at the
base hospital and released Sunday night, Harralson said.
Fort Campbell straddles the
Kentucky-Tennessee border.
and police in both states were
helping search for the escapees,
he said.

Joe Dyer
Realtor '1urra,,

Kathy Farris
Customer `)eroct. Rep "rlurra

Bill Morgan
Prim ipal

Mike Outland
sale, "fur ra C•C ftc rIton

General Motors Corp.'s Pontiac
Fiero sports car, with production expected to begin in October
on an annual output of about
3,000 cars, officials said.
"I was approached by Mr.
Nelson Boon and his friends to
put my name on a car," said All,
a native of Louisville, Ky.
"When I put my name on it, it is
going to be my car."
Janie Suiter
"ti retar.

The name "Ali 3.WC" stands
for All's three championship
titles.
Nelson E. Boon, Jr. is one of
the principals of a new Wisconsin company, Diversified
Mobility Inc., which will do
business in the state as All
Motors Inc.. said Thomas Smith,
another principal in the
company.

OPENING SOON
tFel,ru,irv,
Joan Whayne
Realtor

SPECIAL CARE — When Love lust Isn't Enough
The lingering aroma of a treshIN ( 11.t ( CCM
1

alley
Intitute of
PsYchiatry
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heartfelt emotion of a famil). gathering. These are the im,s of an old fashioned hristmas And these are
the wishes we send to your tamik from all ()I us at 'iorgan. Treuthan and Ounn In(
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FOOD STORES
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps

Kahns Sliced Ham

Seitz Meat Wieners

$269
894
694
12 oz 894

Regular Can Drinks

12 Oz

Chicken Franks
Turkey Franks

Corn Chips
Nacho Chips
Pretzel Sticks

Hillshire Polish Sausage

Per Lb.

$199

'149

16 Oz.

Seitz Thin Bologna

160z.

12 Oz.

Seitz Variety Pack

160z.

Seitz Old Fashion

180z.

160z

Seitz Special Luncheon

160z

Seitz Ham & Cheese
$149

1 74
596

Peanut Butter

18 Oz.

Apple Butter

7 Oz

594

8 Oz

81
/
2 Oz

Seitz Pickle Loaf

$1 49

Seitz Beef Bologna

160z.

$149

Seitz Cheese Bologna

16 Oz

$1 49

Seitz Beef Wieners

12 Oz

$149
8 Oz.

Seitz Thick Bologna

16 Oz

$1 49

Sauerkraut

Mixed Vegetables

160z

314

Pork Skins

28 Oz

994
894

Cream Style Corn

16½ Oz

294

Bon Ton Nachos

Honey

2 Lb

999

Cut Green Beans

151
/
2 Oz

294

Bugles Snacks

594

Grape Jelly

32 Oz

994

Cut Sweet Potatoes

15 Oz

394

Popcorn

6 Ct

$1 39

Microwave Popcorn

Corn Flakes

18 Oz

994

Cheez-lt Crackers

40% Bran Flakes

200z. $1

Raisin Bran

20 Oz.

Shredded Wheat

100: $199

English Muffins

12 Oz.

494

Wagner Orange Drink

Cinnamon Rolls

91
/
2 Oz.

99c

Punch Drink

46 Oz. Can

$119

Apple Cider

Gallon

Pineapple Juice

46 Oz

Apple Juice

64 Oz

Sliced Swiss Cheese

60z.

Wit. Margarine Spread

2 Lb 59S

lmit. Cheese Singles

4

oz

12 0. 794

54 oz 994
554
$199
994
994

Strawberry Fruit Bites

39

$1 69

Fiddle Faddle Snacks
Bon Ton Corn Chips
Cheese Crackers

$149

2 Lb.

S1 49

994
496

oz 794
994
0. 994
594

12 Oz

32 Oz

$119
3 Pk.
$149
160z

70: 69
'

994
10 oz. 994
16 Oz

T
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MP0RTANT
NEWS!
Republic Savings Bank can show you
how to save hundreds of tax dollars!
The 1986 Tax Reform Act eliminates the deduction of interest
for individuals on their tax returns, beginning January 2, 1987,
but allows individuals to deduct interest paid on certain
types of mortgage loans.
Republic Savings Bank has developed an Equity
Management Account (EM A) that permits you to continue
deducting interest that you pay on car loans, personal loans
and the like. Republic's EM A is a line of credit secured by
the equity in your residence.
The rate of interest for the entire first year is 87c. There
are NO CLOSING POINTS, NO ORIGINATION FEES, NO
PREPAYMENT PENALTIES and you only pay interest on the
outstanding balance.
Most individuals are restructuring their present loan arrangements and planning for 1987 in order to retain this valuable tax deduction. Call or stop by Republic Savings Bank.
We can assist you in your financial planning for 1987.

A group of international students get a demonstration of the Ledger & Times computer
system from
Murray Today editor Jo Burkeen. The students, part of the Friendship International
House group, are
being hosted by the Baptist churches in the Blood River Association. Visitors included
Khosrow,
Shahin, Roya and Ramin Saeedpour of Iran; Wolf-Elrnar Schmidt and Beate Fissithaler of
West Germany; Samy Bedira and Mahdi Kamoun of Tunisia; Takashi Egawa and Tetsvya Nagata
of Japan; and
Abraham Gassama of Sierra Leone. This is the 14th year the church association has
sponsored the
students' visit to Murray.

2#7
1040 ."°'""aunc

**-

Ho, Ho, Ho
WASHINGTON (AP) — Uncle
Sam's annual holiday message
12 about to be delivered to 85
million taxpayers who will begin
receiving their 1986 tax forms
the day after Christmas.
While the 1986 forms closely
resemble the 1985 version, officials at the Internal Revenue
Service are worried that extensive publicity about the new tax
law may confuse people.
The new law, which goes into
effect Jan. 1, dramatically
alters personal deductions and
tax rates. But that law will not
affect the 1986 returns.
In a letter on the front of the
new forms, IRS Commissioner
Lawrence B. Gibbs cautions taxpayers to focus on the old law

it's tax time

when filling out their 1986
returns, which are due on April
15, 1987.
"You will find that your tax
forms this year are very similar
to those you filed in the past," e
writes. "This is because most
the new tax changes do not tak
effect until after 1986 and
therefore will not affect your
1986 taxes."
The mass mailing, the largest
the government does each year,
will begin on Friday after the
Christmas rush is over with the
form each taxpayer receiving
governed by what type of return
he filed last year.
The biggest mailing is for the
comprehensive 1040 form, which
is intended for people who

itemize deductions or who earn
more than $50,000
Other forms include the
shorter 1040A form, which can
be used by married people or
single people who don't itemize
and who have taxable incomes
under $50,000, and the 1040EZ,
the simplest form, which can only be used by $togle people who
do not itemize and who earn less
than $50,000.
The IRS said it expected about
105 million individual tax
returns will be filed for 1988.
Last year, 85 percent of taxpayers used the 1040 form, 18
percent used the 1040A and the
remaining 17 percent used the
1040EZ.
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Spokesmen for the White
House State Department and
CIA declined comment Tuesday.
The Herald reported that a
network of key officials used
North to relay messages to the
president.
"North became a buzz saw
who could cut through the
thicket," another unidentified
official was quoted as saying.
That rankled Regan, the official said.
"Regan wanted to be the
gatekeeper to the president, the
filter," the official said.
How often North communicated with the president
has become a major question in
the investigation into whether
North had authorization from
higher officials to divert the Iranian arms profits to the
Nicaraguan Contras.

Monday, January 12th _
•Wedn
esday, January 14th
•
and
Wednesday, January 21st

I

•

•

Paying $1.50 Per Hundred
Hauling On Dark Fired.
We Do Not Book Sales.
First Come, First Serve

HUMPHRIES
TOBACCO
COMPANY,INC.
•

12th & Depot, Mayfield, 247-3370

3240 &Wine
Paducah, KY 42002
(502)4.14-7233

507 Main Street
Bunton, KY 42025
(502)327-3193

1201 Main Street

REPUBLIC

_

• in

LaCenter, KY 42056
(502)665-5165

SAVINGS BANK

•*^".'

After-Christmas Sale!
Famous
Name
Coordinates

"Plus
Size"

Sale!

Department

V/ 5
dfr
64%t%
Ntp
6`,D
Se •

..">(

We Are Now Receiving
For Our
Dark Fired Sales

Murray, K) 42071
(502)759-1630

FSLIC

Officials: Reagan stopped
North's dismissal last year
MIAMI (AP) — White House
Chief of Staff Donald Regan
wanted to transfer Lt. Col.
Oliver .North last summer, but
President Reagan intervened to
keep the National Security
Council aide on the job, according to a report published today.
Regan wanted to dismiss
North from his NSC post
because he resented North's access to the president, an unidentified Washington 'official told
The Miami Herald.
Secretary of State George
Shultz, CIA Director William
Casey and national security adviser Vice Adm. John Poindexter, North's boss, apparently
supported the transfer, the
newspaper reported.
However, Regan abandoned
the idea when the president objected, the source said.

1601 Broadw aN,
Paducah, KY 42001
(502)442-915'1

Save 1/3rd To
50% NOW on
Jackets, Pants,
Skirts, Tops,
Sweaters,
Tops &
Blouses
from all your
favorite
coordinate
makers.
Junior &
Misses
sizes.
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* Alfred
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* L'Express
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Entire Selection Of Fall & Winter Coats
Not all names In all
stores.
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Central Shopping Center
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Sunday
School Lesson

region of CaesareaPhilippi, He asked
them: "Whom do men
say that I am?" Their
answer to Christ's question revealed that the
Bs WC. Chiles
people had a variety of
opinions — that He was
Traveling from one the nature of His and
John the Baptist come
village to another Christ their mission
back to life, reminding
shared His thoughts
While Christ was them of their obligation
with His disciples and sharing
His thoughts to God; Elijah reincarinstructed them as to with His
disciples in the nated, calling upon

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

-

1 Water nymph
6 Food fish
11
She
Wrote.
12 Cultivating
fmpiement
14 Ending with
kitchen
15 — Oyl
17 Mother
18 Attempt
19 Steeple
20 Container
21 Three-toed
sloth
22 Ran easily
23 Roman
statesman
24 Toiled
26 Nobleman
27 Musical
instrument
28 Unusual
29 Collect
31 Withdraws
from an
2

3

L 'I
I P
GLOAT

ADO
AORTA RAP-1
- WAND
ER ELDERS
DE LA Y L A
0 P ENTA P M A T
ER SEW DOT T'0'
-R I A ToL MCIL AR
A .-S F. S Nlii BALDØE DEMEll
PRETTY OTEI
ERS
EON TOLITE SHE
WE 0 MEWS T 0 R
•

DOWN

•

.

,r1

I

I

6

-

8

9

10 III

12
Id

15

1

1- ‘11

3 Cyprinoid fish
4 Diphthong
5 Let tall
6 Following
second
7 Rant
8 Native metal

1 Light-brown
durable fur
2 Aspiring to be
artistic
colloq
5

.

r

48 Spirited
horse

4

13

16

I'

19

20

22

27

r-

28
.

.
33

.

rs

35

36
39

.1

42
.

45

Warring Families
Sometimes Should
Find Separate Peace

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

organization
34 Church
service
35 Birds bills
36 Oscar de Renta
37 Cigar residue
38 Metal
39 Cardboard
border
40 That thing
41 Muse of
poetry
42 Doom
43 Approached
45 Wanted
47 Part of shoe

I•

them to live righteous- quirement for true
2. Self-renunciation. Person rather than
One has everything to
ly ; Jeremiah, ad- discipleship:
"Take up his cross." To one's self as the leader gain by continui
ng to
1. Self-denial. take up one's cross does of
vocating a revival; or
one's life and ac- follow Christ to the very
one of the prophets. "Whosoever will come not mean to bear some tivities. Here
it means end of life on earth.
Thus all denied His after me, let him deny of life's disagreeable ex- accepting
Christ as
Only as one meets this
himself." This means periences. "Cross" one's leader
deity.
for life and threefold requirement
Christ then asked the that we are required to means something to be doing His will. "Deny"
will the door be opened
disciples the pointed renounce self-reliance, taken up voluntarily. and "take up" are
com- to one's highest
question: "Whom say to forego selfish in3. Self-abnegation. mands to do something possibil
ities, fullest
ye that I am?" With his dulgence and to place "And follow me." Self- Immediately
whereas development, greatest
usual impetuousity, Christ in control of our abnegation means to ac- "follow" involves
a way happiness, and largest
Peter replied in the lives.
cept obediently another of life to be continued. usefulness.
words of that
memorable and famous
confession: "Thou art
the Christ,"
acknowledging His
deity.
The Information —
Mark 8:31-33
Christ began to tell
the purpose of His coming into the world by
referring to His approaching suffering, rejection and crucifixion,
By Abigail Van Buren
and the disciples were
DEAR ABBY: These people who men who will
agree with you.
filled with dismay.
write in with sympathy for "the There are
DEAR ABBY: I want to get a
also broken bones,
message across to architects,
Peter took Christ to poor teen-agers" of divorced or broken hearts and
broken
plumbers, construction workers and
one side and began to separated parents make me ill. I dreams. In some cases — but
not doctors.
I know of no better way
rebuke Him for enter- wish I had divorced my husband all — therapy helps.
than to have you publish my letter.
taining such an idea and long before my children were teenVery often when one member of a
•••
uttering tltbse words. agers. They would probably be
family has a cold, he passes it on to
Knowing that Peter had much better adjusted to life than
DEAR ABBY: My husband has a the rest of the family in various
permitted Satan to blind they are now.
I asked my I4-year-old son if he beautiful tattoo on
ways. One way is by others having
his
him as to the necessity
wanted his father to move back in. der. I am very fond right shoul- to use the same bathroom sink as
of this tattoo
of the cross. Christ (His dad
was hanging around the and see no reason why
the sick person. In the modern bath
his tattoo
rebuked him severely house at mealtimes.)
we now can have twin sinks. sitz
My son was a should be buried with him when
he baths,
for allowing himself to quiet boy and a deep thinker.
whirlpools and bidets. Why
He passes away.
become the mouthpiece said, "Mom, I like Dad better when
My question is, is there any way can't someone come up with a small
of Satan. This incident he doesn't live here."
that I can have the tattoo removed sink just for the family to use when
illustrates the truth that
My son is now 34. On a recent from his shoulder
when he dies and brushing their teeth? To fill a sink
if Satan cannot ac- visit I asked him if he ever remem- have it tanned
and framed? Is this with water for the face. etc , after
complish his purpose in bered seeing his father put his arms legal and possible? If
another member has used the same
so, who does
sink for brushing teeth without first
one way he will attempt around me or kiss me, and he said, this sort of thing — the morticia
n,
having scrubbed the sink is compaanother, sometimes us- "Once, when he was leaving town." a doctor or a taxidermist?
This man mentally abused the
ing excellent people to
My husband is in good health, but rable to fast-rinsing a spittoon.
Let's push this idea, doctors Let's
accomplish this children and me. I could go on for I would like to know the answer to
hours.
initiate this in our plans. architects.
purpose.
this now before the time comes.
I can truthfully say that I have
And, plumbers, let's ask for a sink
The Instruction — Mark
PERPLEXED IN
been happier the last 18 years since
WASHINGTON STATE of this kind.
8:34-38
my divorce than I have ever been.
RH)-AGERM
Christ gave His I've adjusted
pretty well, but my son
DEAR PERPLEXED: When
disciples specific in- needs counseli
DEAR RID-A-GERM: I have a
ng to get on with his the time comes, ask
the mortistruction concerning the life.
better
idea — and it's less
cian.
He
(or she) will be able to
real meaning of true
The bottom line is this: There are tell you if
expensive. Keep a bottle of
it's
legal
and
possible
.
discipleship. After worse things than a broken home.
Perhaps a mortician will read disinfectant handy, and instruct
revealing the fact that
every family member who is tall
BEEN THERE IN this and let me know if
a request
He expects all of His
enough to reach the sink to
FLORENCE, S.C. of this kind has ever
been
made,
followers to share both
disinfect the sink after using it.
and if so, how it was handled.
DEAR BEEN THERE: I am
the privileges and the
I, too, am perplexed.
•••
responsibilities which sure there are many women and
accompany fellowship
with Him, Christ set
forth a threefold re-

VT

9 Chaldean city
10 Ingredient of
BLT
11 Substance
13 ' — Train'
16 Fabricated
19 Painful spots
20 Revealed
22 Clayey earth
23 Shows
concern
25 Tactlessly
hasty colloq
26 Gives
support to
28 Causes
29 With force
30 Chief
31 Chair
32 Exalted in
spirit
33 Surfeited
35 Wire nails
38 Raised
39 Created
41 Sea eagle
42 Toll
44 Cooled lava
46 Latin
'ecinjO''''''''''

46

48

CLASSIFIEDS
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CAN ST3P STARINt;
47 THE BAC.K POOR..
THE CHRISTMAS
.200KIES ARE GONE!

ION LA)AN7
`.(1/4DU 70 UJASTE
A 600P STARE

HOW THOUGHTFUL

Scd

en.4
111

,

It-si C ;

LEFTOVER. TURKEY
LEFTOVER DRESS'IN.15
LEI- TUVER COOKIES

WAKE UP.
150LiS! IT'S
CHRISTMAS
MORNING!

LET'S SEE IF SANTA
BROUGHT GIFTS. FOR ALL
THE GOOD LITTLE CHILf2REN

WHAT THE
HECK, IT'S
CHRISTMAS.
I'LL LET
HIM LIVE

1

Legal

1

CHRISTMAS,
SARGE

WHAT'S
WRONG7.-

9

_

I DON'T KNOW
WHETHER TO 60AK
IT IN WATER,
STOMP ON IT,
OR RUN

"Saw
—

1 .Legal

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court,
Lincoln
Federal Savings and Loan Association, Plaintiff, Case
No. 86-CI-226
Versus Stephen G. Peal and wife, Rita J. Peal Defenda
nt.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Callowa
y Circuit
Court rendered at the November 14th Term thereof 1986,
in the above
cause, for the sum of Twelve Thousand Nine Hundred
Fifty-three
Dollars and Twelve Cents ($12,953.12) with the interest
at the rate
' of $3.06 per day from the 14th day of November 1986,
until paid and
its apt therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House
ddbr in the City of Murray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder;
at public
auction on the 29th day of December 1986, at 10:00 O'clock
a.m., or
thereabout, cash upon date of sale, the following describe
d property, to-wit:
A lot 60 feet north and south and 290 feet east and west, off
the north
side of the following described tract or parcel of land;
being a part
of the Southwest Quarter of Section 22, Township 2,
Range
beginning at the southwest corner of lot conveyed to Carrie 4 East,
Curd by
A.H. Waldrop; thence south with center of the Five
Point Road 264
feet to a stake; thence east 429 feet to a stake; thence
north 264 feet
to a stake; thence west 429 feet to center of Five Points
Road, the
point of beginning.
Save and except a lot off the east end heretofore conveye
d by C.H.
Beaman and wife, Eula Beaman to Bob Bazzell on April
14, 1961,
which is 60 feet north and south by 71 feet east and
west and which
deed is recorded in the office of the Clerk of the Callowa
y County Court
In Book 112, Page 407.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day
of sale, until
paid, azid,having the force and effect of a judgment.
Bidders will be
prepared 11!) comply promptly with these terms.
Successful bidder will receive possession Feb. 1, 1987.
Dan Miller,
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
2 .Notice

MERRY

Legal

2 .Notice

Join'Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

FOR SALE
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
full basement, very
economical, excellent condition,
vinyl siding, partial
assumable loan.
Eager to sell.
$38,500
Call 753-6098
After 5 p.m.

THE FAR SIDE

2 .Notice

Limousine
Rental with
Chauffeur
Weddings and
Special
Occasions

Purdom
Motors,Inc.
753-5315

By GARY LARSON

nARITErrr'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for 221.96 installed. 200 N. 4th St.,
Murray, KY. 7534001.

TUI PHANTOM
I BELIEVE
)4IDuR DEATH
WAS ONLY ONE
"Ji919"AMON&
MANY.

WHAT HAS

BAE3A8U
BEEN
DOING IN
EXILE„,

I

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100°. of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We
even pay on office
calls and other out
of hospital expenses. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

TRE Gold Nugget, wes(
side of square.
Mayfield. Ky 247-6782
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee It" Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler
Ti-th Holiday season is
almost here & at Pam's
Cake Hut we want to
dress up your dinner
table with a delicious
homemade cake. How
about a fresh coconut,
carrot. Italian cream,
German chocolate.
pecan pie or pumpkin
We use only the best of
products & family recipes for our homemade
cakes. So let us ease the
holiday work load- just
call 7641-4492 or come by
410 Main St.. Pam's
Cake Hut.

Merry
Christmas
Mark
I Love You
Regina

Bennett & Associates has received notice there will no No Rate Increase on the 'Proferred Pool"
Medicare Supplement Insurance
Plans. We are pleased to make this
announcement. Even though the
plan will cover the new '520 deductible the cost will remain below
'31.00 montly.
For information call

„ WITH DICTATOR TOZZON,
BACKiNG AND PLANNING

TERRORIST
ATTACKS ALL
OVER THg.
WORLD

7.=

The portfolt of Dorion Cow

4

Nottce

No Rate Increase on
Medicare Supplement
Insurance!!

Z

"ø',414T I54W
7#4,47" 7ERROR/57
TRAINING CAMP W.45 A 61/6 ORSeAria/
/.,K/11.1125 5W A/ Au PheiEcriON5/,"

2

Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th

Murray, Ky.

753-7273

0
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CLASSIFIEDS
2.Notice

6.

Help Wanted

A great Christmas idea- HOUSEKKMPER
convert your old home needed. Must like chilmovies to video tape. dren, be efficient and
Quick service. Re- dependable. Send reasonable rates. Call sume to P.O. Box 1040-A
901-642-7526 or 753-8363 Murray, Ky.
after 6p.m.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
If: (1)you do not have
3. Card of Thanks
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
CARD OF THANKS
have been out of school
We the family of
9 months or more, (3)
John Bucy would like
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
to express our apThis project is funded
preciation to all who
by the Western Ky.
have been so kind
Private Industry
during the loss of our
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
loved one.
753-9378 between 8:30Thanks to all our
1
1240
z51.455deiLuk 6
v._ 221_
5
friends who came to
c r nee
visit at the hospital,
christain babysitter, for
home and funeral
4 month old baby girl.
Beginning Jan. /5th
home. Your corning to
weekdays 84.M. to
say you cared meant
4P.M. must be a nonso much. Also thanks
smoker. References
for all the beautiful
requested. Call 753-3763
floral arrangements
TRACTOR trailer
drivers - If you're at
and for the food that
least 23 with a good
was sent to our
driving record and work
homes.
history with no more
Thanks to Bro.
than 2 moving
violations in 3 years,
George White for his
then Poole Truck Line is
words of comfort and
for you. Drivers with
to the King's Sons for
less than 12 months
their
beautiful
over -the -road experience will be conmusical selections.
sidered as a Poole
Also thanks to the
Driver Trainee. Apply
pallbearers for your
In person. Poole Truck
service.
Line, Cresline Drive,
Thanks to Dr. Tom
Henderson, Kentucky
(5021-826-8719 or 1408
Wood and Dr. Paul
L ebanon Road,
Mobley and the staff
Nashville, Tennessee
of the Henry County
(6151-255-4082 EOE.

Medical Center for
their attention during
this time.
May God richly
bless each one of you.
Mrs. Robbie Bucy
Mrs.
George
Roberts and family.
Mrs. Gary McClard
and family.

9. Situation

Wanted

WOULD like to take care
of sick or elderly person.
Live In, $700 per month,
experienced. Call 577-3474
WOULD like to sit with
elderly people days.
Call after 5p.m.
753-7291.

10. Business Opportunity

FOUNTAIN: square
Shopping Center
4. In Memory
Owensboro's hot spot!
Located on Frederica
IN MEMORY
S treet, busiest
throughfare in OwenIn loving memory
sboro! Retail space
of my husband Wm.
available. Massie J. Billie Green who
Clarke Development
passed away Dec.
(502) 884-8771.
12.
REACH for the
Opportunity- A world of
My loss was great
opportunity and inbut God know's
dependence awaits you
best.
with the most exciting
I want to thank
new high profit printing
the nurse's of
franchise. Our national
Calloway County
headquarters is in Columbus, Ohio, with 33
Hospital and to Dr.
Independently owned
John C. Querterstores nationwide. Our
mous for what they
current network of
did in the hours of
stores stretches from
need.
Ohio to sunny Florida
and we are now in a
A special thanks
position to open_ a new
for those who sent
location in the Murray
flowers and visited
area. The Ink Well
him while in the
offers the most comhospital.
plete • most competitively priced opporInez Green, his
tunity in the Industry.
brothers & family
Our classroom and
members will never
hands/on training
forget. My prayers
makes this high deare
with
you
mand business easy to
learn. Plus, we provide
always. God bless
on/going support in
each & everyone.
marketing, operations
and advertising.
Financial assistance
5. Lost ahd Found
available to qualified
FOUND - pair of glasses individuals.
If you have
with bifocals on S. 15th. management skills, can
Call after 6P.M. communicate effec753-0087.
tively, and have $25-$40,
LOST male gold tiger. 000 to invest in you
stripedcat, wearing future cal 1
white flea collar. Lost 1-800-235-2221. For furnear Blalock-Coleman ther info, and
Funeral Home. Reward brochures- The Ink
753-0048 or 753-5247.
Well, Corporate Offices,
2323 Lake Club Dr.,
6. Help Wanted
Columbus, Ohio 43232.
AIRLINES now hiring.
Flight Attendants, 14. Want to Buy
Agents, Mechanics, WANT to buy raw furs.
Customer Service. Stanley Owen McSalaries to $50K. Entry Clellan, Pulaski, Ill.
level positions. Call 805- Phone 618-342-6318
687-8000 Ext. A-8155 for WANT to buy standing
current
hardwood saw timber.
GOVERNMENT jobs. Call John Boyer at
$16,040-$59,230/yr. Now 753-0338.
hiring. Call 805-887-6000
Ext. R-8156 for current 15. Articles for Sale
federal het.
18" 14KT GOLD 13
NEEDED gram gold beveled
immediately: OTR herringbone chain. $150
truck drivers with 3 firm. Call 750-1512.
years D.O.T. experience. Excellent WHIRLPOOL repay, vacation, insur- frigerator, only $8 per
ance & other benefits. week. Rudolph
Call TMI at 1-800-462- Goodyear-Whirlpool,
753-0596.
8361.
61111111111111111111911111111811111111111. 11 111 '
a
•
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SHOWTIME'S
MERRY CHRISTMAS COUPON

•
•

• Bring this in Wed.. Dec. 24 & receive 1 free movie •
• rental to keep ti Fri. noon, excluding new.
•
ix releases.
•
a Showtime Pre-Christmas Special starting Mon.,•
• Dec. 22 - Rent 2 movies get 3rd free.
•
• Showtime will close Christmas Eve at 5 p.m.•
p.m.
• Open Fri. 10 a.m.-8
•
•
Have a Very Merry Christmas
•
•
SHOVVTIME
•
•
753-7731 ,.
Dixieland Center
•
liessessessessessesesse:

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
393.40
Yesterday
Opened
389.35
Today
4.05
Down

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Down

5.38
5.31
.07

Complements of.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 17th Mummy, Ky. 42071
753 1113
IN., buy Gold, Silvera Diamond%
We loon money on anything of volt.,
Hours: 10 6 Doily. Closed Sunday

Murray Ledger & Times

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

32.Apts for

JO-An's Varieties has a
variety of items to suit
any ladies taste including: Holiday
dresses, casual dresses,
denim skirts k shirts,
gasoline jeans,
sweaters, lingerie, and
accessories including
the now popular gold &
silver all at discounted
prices. Remember, every
day's a sale day at
Jo-An's, Court Square,
Murray 753-9569.

OAK firewood. Also.
have slab wood. Phone
753-6478.
OAK & hickory
firewood for sale. Call
436-2587.
POLE buildings 30'x40'x9' eave. One
10'x8' end slider and one
walk door, painted steel
roof and sides, completely erected, tax
included, $4,996. Other
sizes available. Blitz
Builders, Inc. 1-800-4284009 KY, 1-800-792-3498
IN.

TAKING applications
1986 CHEVY Silverado
for Section 8 Rent
pickup, white, loaded
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
with options 4,700 miles
BR. Apply Hilldale
210,100. 1971 Olds Con
Apts , Hardin, Ky
vertible, gold, 82,000
Equal No
miles. Mint condition,
Opportunity.
$4500. Call 753-6664.
THREE bedroom new
duplex, new appliances,
central heat and air Call
753.7947.

16, Home Furnishings
BABY bed with mat- 26. TV
tress and accessories.
Dresser and a walker.
Call 491-8533.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

20. Sports Equipment

-Radio

COMPLETE satellite
TV system. Disassemble and take. $750. OBO
Call 753-3387. Also, 20
Inch frees le bike.
1.EAGNAV X console
color TV., only $7 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

11ROWNIT4G

Citori 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
shotgun 20 gauge over
OR 3 BR, furnished or
and under. Never been
fired. 753-5742 before unfurnished, some new
5p.m. 753-7818 after furniture, natural gaselectric, air con.m.
ELEX 4-wheel golf ditioned. Shady Oaks
cart. Excellent condi- 753-5209.
tion. Best offer. Call 1.710E 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
753-3506.
489-2611.
SPECIAL of the week - 1
bedrooms and 2 baths,
just like new inside.
$150 a month, $200
deposit. Have own water and electric meters
Located on Hwy. 641, 1
mile North of Hazel, Ky.
Call 492-8806. Leave
name and phone numJackets
ber on answering
/Sweats
/Jerseys
service.

20% To
Off
50%
,Wool

/Polos
/Caps
'T-Shirts /Jackets
Al Garments On Sale
Dec. 26 ti Dec. 31

Faye's
Next to Pagliai's
753-7743
Open tH 6:00 Daily

22. Musical

29. Heating and Cooling
WE have several used
electric heaters for
sale. Also, air compressors, new & used
electric motors, battery
chargers & electric
buffers. Dill Electric
759-1577.

30. Business Rentals
15ONVNTOWN office for
rent or lease. For
details call 753-8298
9a. m.-5p.m. Monday Friday.
OFFICE rental- 211 S.
12th St. 800-900 sq. ft.
Central heat & air
conditioning. Call 7531894 till 5p.m., 753-7123
after 5p.m.

PIANO, Baby Grand.
Refinished, Mahogany
cabinet. New strings,
hammer, frame, keys,
etc. $3500. Daytime
753-4848, Evenings 7591085.
PIANO, Spinet, excel- 10ffice space
for rent
lent condition, perfect
on
Court
Square.
student piano, $995. Call
$150 a month
after 5p.m. 753-8824.
1.JSE
organs, HamMonth-to-month
m on d, Baldwin,
Rental.
Lowrey. Used Spinet,
Call 753-1916
console, studio, Grand
ext. 41
pianos. Lonardo Piano
Co. Paris, Term.
32. Apts for Rent
24. Miscellaneous
1 BEDROOM duplex
1000 SUNBEDS. Sunal near Hospital and
Wolff. Save 50t-c. Call for
downtown. Deposit re
free catalogue &
glared. Call 438-5356 or
wholesale pricing. Ex- 753-0807.
cellent Xmas gift or
2 BEDROOM apt. 901
money maker . M/C or
Sunny Lane, located 2
VISA - Call 1-800-228blocks west of Big
6292.
Johns. Unfurnished.
2 185x13 SNOWTIRES
$225 rent & deposit. Call
with studs. Used 2 753-3415, after 5p.m.
months. Sansui wireless 753-7123.
remote VCR, used 1
2 BR duplex. 2 BR
year. Call 753-9483 or
furnished apt. Lease &
753-2276.
deposit. No pets. 7532 WASHERS and 1 9208 after 4 .m.
dryer, '69 model VW.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
Call 759-4915.
unfurnished apartment.
386 CHEVY truck motor Very large and nice.
and 4-speed transmis- Walking distance to
sion. 17,000 miles since campus. Central gas
over-haul. $1000. 759- heat and water paid.
1964.
Call 753-7276
ANTIQUES for
EXTRA large upstairs
Christmas- beautiful
furnished apt. at 311
antique oak pool table
North 5th St. Water
with all accessories,
furnished, central heat
stained glass windows,
& air $200 per month. No
trundle bed, couch,
pets. Call 753-5980.
ceiling fan, post office
windows & boxes, EXTRA nice apt. for 4
girls, utilities included.
church pew, treadle
Partially furnished.
sewing machine with
oak cabinet & much Call 753-2813.
LARGE 2 bedroom, I
more. Phone 753-1222.
COMPLETE- 2886 bath, apartment. Low
utilities. Call 753-3949.
wardrobe, large
womens sizes- 48-60. MUR-Cal apts. Nor
Lost weight, destroyed thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting. Equal
invoices, cannot return.
Sell together or Housing Opportunity
s_e_perately. 437-4439.
759-4984.
FIREWOOD for sale- $26 NEW 2 bedroom duplex.
a rick delivered, $27.50 Appliances, central
stacked. Phone 436-5430.
H/A. Northwood Sub.
GOLD swivel styling $325 plus deposit. No
chairs. $25 each. Con- pets. Call 753 1953 or
tact Ezell Beauty 489-2854.
School. 753-4723.
NICE one bedroom
GOVERNMENT jobs. furnished apartment.
Now hiring in your Convenient to M.S.U.
area, both skilled and $130 month. Call 753
unskilled. For list of 7276.
jobs and application. NOW Leasing, new
Call (615) 859-8155 Ext. condo-style apartments,
J500.
University view, patio,
LARGE, large, large large 2 bedroom, ap
selection of storage pliances, microwave,
buildings in stock for central gas heat and air,
immediate delivery. quiet and ideal for refired
Acree Portable persons. $350 monthly.
Buildings, Mayfield, Call 753-8096.
Ky. 502-247-7831.
NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
iC and hickory apts. at Embassy, Car
firewood $27.50 rick, dinal & College Farm
delivered. Call 436-2778.
Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
POLE builders, con- NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
tractors. Build with apts. at Embassy, Car
D-Rib metal roofing and dinal & College Farm
siding from Davis Metal Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
Sales.In
ONE bedroom Apartformation/free
ment. Located at 1628-C
brochure, Danville, Ky.
Miller Ave. one block
1-800-442-0185, 1-800-222from campus. 2110 rent
7008.
and deposit. Call 753-3415.
REASONED firewood.
After 5 pm 753-7123.
Oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods- min. order- 2 ONE bedroom furnished
ricks- $30/rick delivered. Apt. $165 a month, close
For a full measure- call to campus, cable and water furnished. Available
John Boyer at 758-0838.
WHIRLPOOL Dec 17th. No pets. Call
microwave oven, only 753-5990.
$4 per week. Rudolph READY for occupancy
Goodyear- Whirlpool, Jan. 1st. New 1 bedroom
duplex in Westwood
71111-011116.
WOOD- you haul. 820. $325 month. Deposit and
lease. Call 753-0814.
Call 06-5633.

Rent

34. Houses for Rent
2 BEDROOM house for
rent Partially furnished, $225 per month
plus deposit. Call 7534070 or 474-2754.
ALMOST new- 2 BR, energy efficient duplex, in
Northwood. Heat pump &
TVA insulation for low
heat bills. Appliances
furnished. On quiet deadend street. Call 753-7185.
LARGE remodeled
house, 1004 Main. $325
monthly. Yearly lease,
deposit. Carpet. Central
H./A. Stove, refrigerator, freezer furnished.
Would sell. 759-1285.

36. For Rent or Lease
Office space in professional building. Recently redecorated, utl.
turn., very reasonable
rent. For information cal
753-2695.
OFFICE building for sale
or lease, 2000 sq ft on
Court Square in Benton
Ky. Call 527-0916 8am 4:30 pm
37. Livestock-Supplies
FOR sale: Registered
Polled Hereford bulls,
cows with calves also
heifers. Rex Robinson,
Puryear. Tn. 901-2475487.
RIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Performance & semen
tested. Excellent quality. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-8794.

49.Used Cars

Need An
Extra Car For
A Few Days?
'14 Per Day
14 Per Mile

Rent From Gene At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617
1977 MUSTANG II.
Good condition inside
and out. Call 753-5074
after 5:30P.M.
1978 CHEVROLET
Caprice, 305 engine, ps,
pb, ac. Great shape.
Very clean, runs good.
Bestoffer.
(901)247-5330.
1978 DODGE Aspin 2
door, slant-6 auto., PS,
PB, good tires $550. Call
753-9181 or- 753-8124.
1980 TORONADO all
power with moon roof.
Good condition. $4250.
After 6P.M. Call 4354.199.
1981 CUTLASS, T-fops,
loaded. Will consider
trade of car, truck, or
boat. $4500. Call
7 53-3704. 1 60 1 Loch
Lomond.
1 98 2 CAMARO Z 28
loaded. New Goodyear
tires, 57,000 miles. $6,
150. Good condition.
Call 753-6383 days or
753-6996 nights.
1982 CONTINENTAL
designer, loaded, two
torte paint, sharp $9500
or best offer. 1972
Corvette, 4 speed, T
tops, $6000, Call
l's 9
9 6 9 8

38. Pets Supplies
2-1 YEAR old male AK(
registered and 3 year
old male and female
Beagles All running
Call 474-2381
AKC registered Golden
Retriever puppies.
Wormed and shots. Call
901-644-1850 after 6P.M.
ARC registered
Doberman. Handsome,
good natured. Good
bloodline 2 years old,
priced to sell. Phone
489-2454.
AEC registered
Doberman puppies, 6
weeks old. Females $55
males $75. Inquire at
753-8085 or 492-8116.
COLLIE. male 10
months old, registered
$50 Call 753-6724
41. Public Sales

50. Used Trucks
1978 CHEVY Love $800.
Call 753-7918
1978 CHEVROLET C-36
2 car hauler $8250. Call
759-1964.
1981 SILVERADO, long
wheel base. V-8 automatic with air. 73,000
miles. $3400. Call 7591964.
1980 FORD pick-up
F-250 3.4 ton. Call
438-2439.

5 1 . Campers
1072 VW Pop-up camper. Good condition
sleeps 4. After 6p.m
call 492-8152.
53. Services Offered

2 MEN want to do yard
MOVING sale, oc- work. Tree trimming,
casional table, couch, removal of unwanted
fireplace insert, coffee trees & shrubbery,
table. Call 753-5365 or hauling & wood for sale.
753-8038.
No job to big or small.
Free estimates. Re43. Real Estate
ferences, experience.
kOPPERLD Realty Call 753-0680- or
offers a complete range 759-1683.
of Real Estate services A-1 QUALITY Plumbwith a wide selection of ing. Repair- rP^..odel.
quality homes in the Work
ed
city & in the county. All Phone 4CP7,,,to.
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying 8z selling Real
Estate easy for you.

44 . Lots for Sale
16 ADJOINING lotsNew Concord area. All
for $1200. Phone
438-5574.
DOUBLE lot, 135 x200 ,
city water, septic
system, landscaped,
close to East Elementary. $6,500. 753-0521,
436-2165 evenings.

46. Homes for Sale
ASSUMABLE VA loan 4
bedroom, 2 story, 2
bath, large lot in extra
nice neighborhood. Call
Bob now for details.
753-1492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
DELUXE 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home on 15
acres 7 miles east of
Murray. 2 car attached
garage, fireplace, patio
& deck. Will reduce
$10,000 to $69,900 if
closing completed by
12/20/86. Phone: 4365574.
ROME owner financing
available on this spacious brick home 3
bedroom, 2 bath, extra
large den. Call Bob for
details. 753-1492. Century 21 • Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

53

Services Offered

HOME
REPAIRS

Services Offered

53

:
MVP,
90,
1
"Hof.4.ya

Brent Allen Ditching
Backhoe & Septic
Tank Systems
would like to thank
all his customers
and wish them a
Merry Christmas
759- 15 15

CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting Big or
small we do it all
Quality work clone for
ALL type masonry less Free estimates
work, block, brick, 489-2663
concrete, driveways, GUTTERING by Sears.
sidewalks, patios, house Sears continuous gutfoundations, new ters installed for your
chimneys or chimney specifications Call
repair. 25 years ex- Sears 753-2310 for free
perience. Free es- estimate.
timates. Call Charles
RAMILTON Cultured
Barnett 753-5476.
Marble, tops- sinkspanels, custom made
A 1 Fireplace and
vanities. Free Est. 7589400
Gas Repair, Chimney
- Cleaning, Masonary
by Sears. TVA apWork, Damper, Hood
proved. Save on those
and Firebox Repair.
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-0953
7 5 3-2310 for free
estimate.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for ,LEE'S CARPET
Tappan, Kelvinator and CLEANING. For all
Brown. Service on gas your carpet & upholstand electric ranges, ery cleaning. For a free
microwaves, dis- estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
h w a shers
re
frigerators, etc. Earl LICENSED Electrician
Lovett, 354-8958 or 753- for residential and
commercial. Heating
5341.
and air condition, gas
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore, Installation and repair
Westinghouse. Phone 753-7203.
Whirlpool. 25 years MOBILE HOME
experience. Parts and Specialist Repair,
service. Bobby Hopper. leveling, underpinning,
Bob's Appliance Ser- roofs, floors, plumbing,
vice, 202 S. 5th St. wiring, hurricane
Business 753-4872, 436- straps. 759-4850.
NEED work on your
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE repair- trees' We can beautify
washers- dryers- your yard by toping,
refrigerators- ranges- shaping, dead-wooding or
air cond. George Hodge removing dead or dis& Son, 10 Dixieland eased trees. For
Shopping Center 753- satisfaction call the proven'-professionals •at4669.
SILL'S Upholstery is Bover's Tree Service- 753the place to go for a job 0338. The competition
knows us- you should too.
well done. If you men-

blown

tion this ad you'll get a
10rTr discount to commemorate our 10th
Anniversary. Call 7538085.
CARPET installation,
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
Bobber 759-1247.

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

REX CAMP
Backhoe and trenching service, installing city sewer,
water lines, septic
tank, lateral lines,
master plumber 30 years.

753-9224

We make your old
cabinets look like
new with wood grain
laminated plastic.
new doors, hardware
and counter tops
Many styles and colors.
Free estimates
Murray
436 5560

IMPORT Auto
new & used parts
Motors for sale. Open
6 p.m.- 11p.m. &
weekends 8a.m.-8p.m.
474-2326

Irrigation-Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie, To
Call Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352-5704
Free Estimate•

NOTICE- formerly
Joiner Tree Service now
Colley's Tree Service,
14 years experience.
Topping, pruning or
stump removal. Complete tree care. Owner:
Elroy Colley- 753-03843
for free estimate.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it. I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4382888 evenings
PAINTING =Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding Custom trim
work. References
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also 'clamor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 758-2674,
Stella, Ky.
TOPPINO trees, raking

leaves, any yard wort.
Call 487-4800.
WANTED inside painting jobs. 20 years
experience. Cheapest
man in Murray. Call
753-8309.

wri-TXNETIEFIT7We
make wet basements

dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1442-7028.
56.Free Column
FREE Christmas kit.
tens. Call 435-4268.
FREE puppies. Call
402-8886 or 492-8185

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS

D&G Builders. Experienced builders of
houses, garages &
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.
DRIVEWAYS- white
rocked or graveled.
Also, top soil. Call
753-1537.

0 WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Ch-en y •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Ily a. Soo Our Display
•

EXPERIENCE

•
•

• 409 Sunbury Circle

Because
you
helped
make
Our
Christmas
happy,
we wish
the some
for you.

1 9 8 5 YAMAHA 3 -

48. Auto Services

FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 763-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
ENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing k
painting, indoor & outdoor, Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.

753-9440

47.Motorcycles
wheeler Tri-Z 250 excellent condition.
10"x15" Uniroyal tires.
Call 750-4864.
RONDA 200X 3 wheeler
good condition. Call
435-4479 after 5p.m.
with 436
T-IONDA XLmiles. Call 753-5742
before 5p.m., 753-7816
after 5p.m
TAMARA 175 Endure
with 1534 miles. 753-5742
before 5p.m 753-7816
after 5p.m.

53. Services Offered

From All
Of Us At

14 Kt.

Solid Gold
Jewelers
"Your design or ours...we do
custom work...size rings, repair
chains and set stones.

753-1293
Bel-Air Center

p.

7535940,

•
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Kentucky News In Brief

OBITUARIES
hennie Todd

Miss Johnnie McCallon

The funeral for KenServices for Miss retired Kirksey school
Todd will be Friday
rue
Johnnie McCallon are teacher, died Monday at
today at 11 a.m. in the 12:46 p.m. at Communi- at 10 a.m. in the chapel
chapel of Blalock - ty Hospital, Mayfield. of Miller Funeral Home
Coleman Funeral She was a resident of 930 of Murray. The Rev.
Jerry Bradford will
Home
South Ninth nt
officiate.
The Rev Steve Cavitt Mayfield.
Burial will follow in
is officiating Mrs Otto
Survivors are three Murray City Cemetery.
Erwin is organist.
Friends may call at
Mary-Pallbearers are sisters, Mrs
Robert Smith, John Magness, Mayfield. the funeral home after 5
today
m
Smith, Charles Mrs. Lillian Hanley, p
Wednesday )
Magness. Jerry Smith. Jupiter. Fla.. and Mrs
Mr Todd, 83, died
James Vaughn Ed- Treys Smith, Detroit,
wards and Dan Ellison. Mich.; one brother, Tuesday at 5.15 a.m. at
Burial will follow in Raymond McCallon, his home at 502 North
Mayfield; eight nieces Third St., Murray.
Mt Carmel Cemetery.
Miss McCallon, and nephews

He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Cleo Camp
Todd; four daughters,
Mrs. Frank (Hazel)
Pogue, Mrs. Bobby (Annette) Coles and Mrs.
Elvin (Wanda)Scott, all
of Murray, and Mrs.
Harrison (Frances)
Thomas, Springfield,
Tenn.; two sons, Kenneth Todd and Danny R.
Todd and wife, Virginia,
Murray; 16 grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.

Mrs. Barbara Jean Morris

Last Chevette car to
go to dealer in Ohio

Graveside rites for
Mrs. Barbara Jean Morris are today at 1 p.m. at
Clarks River Cemetery,
Paducah.
Mrs. Morris, 45, died
Saturday at 11 a.m. at
her home at 618 Madison
St., Paducah.
She is survived by her
mother, Mrs. Juanita
Powell. and her step-

father, Ben T. Powell.
Paducah; one daughter,
Mrs. Marsha Reason,
Dallas, Texas; two sons,
Russell Morris Jr., Mur•
ii.. 4as
ray, an. ...
Morris, Calvert
two
brothers, Rt. ard
Powell and Mark
Powell, Paducah; her
grandmother; one
granddaughter.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) — Louisville fire officials have rescinded an order that prevented a
railroad tank-car cleaning company from handling highly toxic or poisonous chemicals, Fire
Marshal Martin Hell said.
The order was imposed on Mobile Tank Car
Services after the release of a tcodc gas last week
forced a brief neighborhood evacuation.
In return for permission to handle toxic
chemicals, company officials agreed to submit
procedures for handling each chemical to fire officials before accepting any cars containing the
chemical.
More than 1,000 toxic chemicals are covered
by the agreement, Heil said.
Heil and plant manager Clifford Chandler said
they expect the agreement to work well for both
sides. Clifford estimated that fewer than 20 percent of the roughly 500 cars his firm handles each
year contain chemicals included in the
agreement.
Mobile Tank Car Services is the only Louisville
firm that cleans railroad tank cars.

that charge assumes a person acts wantonly
rather than intentionally, McDaniel ruled.
————
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — State transportation officials have tracked down an unmanned
radar unit that had been missing from Interstate
75.
The $150 unit was returned to its location near
I-75's "Death Hill" Monday afternoon after it
was found by a contractor, said traffic technician Dale Appel.
"Apparently a contractor had been hired to
remove a traffic message sign at the same site,
so we checked with him and sure enough, he had
taken down not only the message board, but also
the radar unit and pole," Appel said.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Two babies born
on the same day here last week are related to
each other in so many ways, their family trees
resemble tangled kudzu vines.
Sarah Elizabeth Moore and Timothy Owens
were born last Thursday to women who married
each other's brother. That makes the children
double-first cousins, and while the relationships
Involved are not incestuous, they can be quite
confusing.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — Former Jefferson
County Commissioner Carl Brown has pleaded
innocent to a charge that he accepted money to
fix a drunken-driving case.
ATLANTA (API —
of the General Motors
Brown, 35, and Colton Atkinson, 36, were
The last Chevette was Corp
Lakewood
with theft by deception for allegedly accharged
en route to an Ohio
assembly plant Tuesday
cepting $6,900 to fix the case. Assistant Comdealer today, com- ticketed for a dealer in
monwealth's Attorney Joe Gutmann said in
pleting an 11-year, 2.5 Springdale, Ohio.
court last week that Atkinson, who pleaded innomillion-car production
GM built 1,000,055
cent last Wednesday, allegedly set up the tranrun
Chevettes and its sister
saction and that Brown allegedly received the
The Chevette was cars. the Pontiac 1000
payoff.
made obsolete by and the Acadia for
The case was not fixed, however, Gutmann
higher-mileage, front- Canadian sales, at
said.
wheel-drive cars and Lakewood.
Brown was recently released from a Louisville
was ignored by an
John D. Williamson,
ALLOWAY
Rushed into producAmerican public seek- tion in 1975 because of TOWNSHIP. N.J. AP) 44, also had drunk at hospital, where he was treated for injuries sufing larger, fancier cars the Arab oil embargo, -- A man who bet least six 12-ounce beers fered in a Dec. 13 traffic accident. He is charged
in an era of cheaper the Chevette was one of friends $70 he could Sunday night before with drunken driving, possession of marijuana,
carrying a concealed deadly weapon and failure
gasoline
Detroit's first answers drink a pint of 151-proof visiting the Alloway to maintain
car insurance in connection with that
The light blue, two- to the resulting shift in rum in five minutes and Village Inn, where the
accident. His lawyer entered an innocent plea to
door Chevrolet, the last buyer demand. Gasoline chase it with 12 ounces drinking bet occurred,
GM small car with a was expensive. Big V-8s of beer died of acute state police said those charges last Wednesday on his behalf.
— — ——
front engine and rear- were out; small alcohol poisoning, police Tuesday.
OWENSBORO,
Ky.
(API — Daviess Circuit
wheel drive, rolled out economy cars were in.
The bet called for him
say.
Judge ...Wines McDaniel has overturned the
to drink the rum, which
manslaughter conviction of an Owensboro man.
is 75 percent alcohol,
James Johnson, 50. was convicted Nov. 26 of
and the beer and then
second-degree manslaughter in the January
stay at the bar for 30
shooting death of James McCarley,47. McDaniel
minutes.
overturned that verdict Friday, ruling that
He died Monday at Johnson had been incorrectly charged.
McDaniel's ruling said the evidence against
Hospital.
Bridgeton
41% unc
Goodyear
+7.45
Industrial Average
Johnson was undisputed that he intended to shoot
An autopsy report in
121% +
Pre.‘iuut4 Close..
_1914.37..
57%
%
acute alcohol McCarley in self-defense. Charging Johnson with
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
35 unc
second-degree manslaughter was wrong because
poisoning.
198 19V4A
A.T.C.-Class A
Jerrice
16/
1
4B 16%A
47% +/
Kmart
uric
AT&T
1
2
. 35% .14
291,
Kroger
, unc
Briggs & Stratton
753/4 +14
JCPenney
38% unc
Chrysler
511
/
2 + 1/4
Pen walt
29% +%
C'Sli Corp
SPECIAL: Large Hamburger, French
28%
.14
44 + 1/4
Oats
Quaker
Dean Foods
Fries & Med. Drink
Sears
Dollar General Store 13/
1
4B 133/8A
40% +/
1
4
M1/4 + 1/4
$219
Special Good Dec. 22-27
Exxon
Texaco
1
4 unc
. 73/
/
4
711
/
4 +1
Time Inc.
Ford
56/
1
2 +
Order Your Boston Butt Pork
44/
U.S.Tobacco
1
4 +1
/
4
G.A.F.
39 + 1/8
shoulders
8. Bar-B-0 by the lb for
47% unc
Wal-Mart
General Motors
66% +'/
the Holidays Now'
73% + 3/5
Wendy's
10I/41 -1/8
GenCorp, Inc.
5.16
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich
• • • 44% +1/4

Extra nice 1981
14x52 2 BR
Mobile Home.
Me new
condition.
Call
753-3263 days,
753-5086 nights

Alcohol causes death

1E51

HILLIARD LYONS

NOTICE
We Hind Whits.
Coldwater Gravel
and Dirt.
KU STUMP REMOVAL
Allecharocirlly removed
24. Deep
Free Edemirtes
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
or
335 1319 Bob Kemp Jr

GM QUALITY
Gm
PARTS]
SERVICE
—
[
GOMM. MOTORS CORONATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Stock Market

ki

1968 Chevy
4 speed manual, P.S., P.B., 1 ton dump.

$2,800.00
PURCHASE
DWAIN
AREA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET/ INC. eitiogt

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q & Burgers

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

Classic
Film Rentals

..e

•

Sun.

1 2 1EN:ducting
alt_'

Thurs.

Price

2 Films for $375

(,t)tintcr ( ..irci•I

3 Films for

Starts Fri.. I)cc. 2(111

753-0045

7534617

541 111. Dierrey

DEALER

Need Window Treatments?
Ask Janie

Fri. & Sat.
3 Films for $550
4 Films for $700
5 Films for $85°
6 Films for $1 000

Exchange Any Film For $1 00 Sun. 1-5 p.m.

BOOK -CARD
St) )—*

$475

4 Films for $575

RE A D MORE
•.ut H

Murray

Bigger Than Ever
with
More Titles & Great Prices

All
Christmas
Items

*

Chestnut Street

et IL 4

No Membership Necessary
Same Low Price For Everyone

"a.

"-.

Inside

CRASS FURNITURE
Downtown Murray

753-3621

Kirsch Mini Blinds 40% Off
Available in 75 Colors
We Also Carry:
•Cloplay Blinds
*Mirrors
*Wooden Louvered Interior
*Drapery Hardware
Shutters

Treas Dottcenters
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
ETrj,
759-1390
Discover I
sae

Start Notary iloc•Fr1. 7.30 an. to 700
Sat. 8-00 a to. to 1100
to 500 p.m.
Saalay 1 00 p

Open 7 Days A Week

•P.m* MO

103 So. 3rd

C.m••.1•1•Ind

•&%
Me

Starting 9:00 A.M. December 26th

Your Complete Home Building Supply Center iq
*Other 1.ccetiona — Ben= & leke thiy, KY*

Sale Ends Wednesday, Dec. 31st

AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE
Save

20% 050% Piet I
STORE WIDE

9-6 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Saturday
1-5 Sunday
t--.3-1-rmrrrr-A-rnr-ri-Tlyrrrinrunnr-nrinnirrirmaislissavvir

imports

Bel Air Center

753-1851

Jirn

NEW
AD 1T1S
YEAR'S
a

PARTY!

e
r

8 Day Sale of Savings

•

•

•
•

•

0

DOUBLE
MANUFACTURERS'
COUPONS
EVERYD
-- ---

Totino
Party Pizza

-- -

Grade'A'Large Eggs
c

Dozen
Say.:

With this coupon
'1.20
and $15.00
Per family.
Coupon expires additional purchase. Limit one
coupon
Wednesday, Dec. 31,
1986. NV No. 618

30.00 purchase to

redeem both Eggs

101 2 °Z.

Limit 3

& Bread.

Save: 60C

BOWS
BEST
IILACKEYE

Savo:
With this
coupon and
'1.38
Per family.
$15.00
Coupon expires additional purchase.
Limit one
Wednesday, Dec. 31, 1
coupon
986. NV No.
627

_ PEAS

2.;

More Value, More
Quality, Every Day,
All Year at Jim Adams!

USDA
CHOICE

Pepsi or Diet
2 Liter

79c

Save: SO`

Lintit 6

8 DAY SALE•Prices good beginning Wednesday, Doc. 24, 1986 thr..gh Wednesday,
Doc. 31, 1986. We reserve the right to limit qvantitios and cermet printing errors.

Ruffles
Potato Chips
99C

100%
Ground B

8 Day New Year's Year's Party!
- Kura KELLY'S

Maxwel
House

CHILI

use
'
Ho
xw
,Maell

2 oz.
/
Kelly's• 151

1 lb. can Coffee

Chili with
Beans

Maxwell
House

$2"

Save: 24'

Save: 40'

Yr
'dfc'a•it
• 4.0
dr*

SPAM

/0,70 46'0

•

•

es'6' PIANITZ

PLANt-rsj

_kl•4

"1111111111WV.

.
#1000

IGA • 7 oz.

Planter's• 16 oz.

12 oz. "Luncheon"

Ralston • 12 oz.

Potato Chips

Peanuts
$ 1 99

Spam Meat
447

Chex Cereals

4.

Sere: 54`

VW

.4

,
.

Jan. 1 New

79.

Corn
Rice
Wheat

y 'All Day"!

AO-

§iot.

#

alufresh Dairy

ij
\

Banquet 7 oz.
Merit Pies
*or
Limit 6

Save: 65'

Regency • 16 oz.
Banana Creme, Lemon Creme,
or Key Lime

Nestle's Quik
2Gallon
1
/

Pie Filling
Buy One: 99k
Get One iREEP

1

Save: 99'

Limit 1

49
Save: 41

Over 120 unadvertiseu specials in store!
so°62..mk

_

SOUR CRIEASN
'•-•••-•^.^..••••••••••••--•

t
C
94 /1
(
it •• -1'
•t.

rffrair

‘‘.b.

-117
4.A011
,

Prairie Farms• 16 oz.

Grocer's Pride

Se-Rite 4 rell

1GA • 1 Lb.

Sour Cream

5 lb. French Fries

Bathroom Tissue

Saltine Crackers

99C

29

69c

69c

1

JIM
ADAM

.., s.ave„;,,,,,„,
ValUfreSh
meats
i!T im
Save 10 to
PrrE;
the lowest 30% everyday
total meat
In town on
pric“
U.S. CHOICE guaranteed
quality merits.
•
GRArl
eN
r FE:BEEF
REAL
•GRADE A
PORK
FRESH CDT

FRYERS

choorZr;
:o
-twjt:
unconditiong4.0/7"--"wis.
0:1;4igsiifhle
..
:i
io
cttecii
llarais
w:
j
oy.:1)11;
t
fothuespRycE of
64z9deunc
theg
isrlifietf;:r6;ile
14

Recipe
Rea.c.lr.

0 re,urr,ed
"....- l'a/uf
Posh *eats
,

BONELESS PO

Boneless Pork Tenderloin
$359
Fischer BOINIISSS Pork

Tenderloin Kabobs

Fischer
In The Bag

Lb

Tyson • Boneless, Skinless, Fryer

Breast Fillets
369

2 lb. Avg. Wt.

Lb.

Jim Adams "Premium"

Boneless Rib Eye

Sliced Slab Bacon
Valupack
Lb.

Party Favorites!

Mama Rosa •Pepperoni or Sausage

Pizza 25 oz.
for
Plumros• "Thriven Tasty"

Wafer Sliced
1 $1 1 9
Lunch Meat.3.5 oz. lip for
Hold's

Bryon • 16 oz.

Smokey Cocktail
Links

Fix!
to
Easy
gulden
0114

Cooker
Piety"VOW

Cheese
Ham and
Nuggets

.2

Lb$79

Fresh Ham
Sausage

$ 1 99
lb.

II

Fully Cooked, HP

Bryan's

r-

,Y,!////////
401199"/,
,

ornpecker
Dogs
,

•-

Chef Pantry

led.

Breaded
Beef Steak

$199

12 es. pkg.

79
$2

12.1.

$19
Rudy farm

.„„„,,• ni•
jumbo
Cheesy
franks

"Individual"

Steak & Biscuits,
Sausage & Biscuits,
Chicken & Biscuit
94•

c

Field's "Fully Cooked"

Smoked
Pork Chops
$259
Lb.

Nillshire "All Variety"

Smoked
Sausage

.$239
il...moskieNwooe•emornoeoxiMifrk.01111011MMII

garden fresh fruits and vegetables

JI
ADA

valufrosh produce
Plump juicy freshness
bursting with flavor!
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Juicy Fresh
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*k

'

Lb.
Bell Peppers, Radishes,
Cucumbers,
Green Onions

Easy Cranberry Cobbler
3 cups raw cranberries(1 pkg.)
314 cup walnuts, chopped
1 cup sugar(divided)
1 egg
1/2 cup flour (plain)
1/3 cup butter(melted)
Put cranberries in lightly greased 8"
baking dish. Sprinkle with nuts and '2 cup
of the sugar.
Combine egg with remaining I.2 cup
of sugar. Mix well. Add flour and butter
Mix well. Spoon over berry and nut mixture.
Bake at 325' - 45 minutes or until
lightly brown. Do not overcook.
Serve warm with whipped topping or
ice cream.
-Contributed by a -Long Time- Customer

$
for

6

N

U.S. Mc 1

10 lb. bag
Red Potatoes

1
.7.11111111111111111111,

Crisp•Bud el Calibre's

U.S. No. 1 •"Bag Your Own"

Iceberg Lettuce

Red Potatoes

1 49

head 69c
•

:::ourartilhaminft
BANANAS

;Aden Ripe "Premium"

Firm • Crisp

Green Cabbage
Lb.

29c

;

Dole Bananas

39c

Lb.

Plump Tender

Bud Broccoli
bunch

va ufresh bakery

::
rfv
to.

Fresh Made•3 times daily

New Year's
Party Cakes!

Glazed Donuts
/feast
Raised

$

1 99

Call Early!

Demise
Prod. Med.

Pimiento
Cheese

Noche Style • 12.i.
$249

Tortilla
Chips

2.$269

Party Trays• Made Fresh
Meat or Vegetablesl

